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TOWN OF NEWPORT
MAINE
ANNUAL REPORT
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The town meeting is on March 11th, 2017
at the Newport Recreation Center located at
81 North Street at 10:00 a.m.

Be sure to bring this book with you!
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‘D edication

In/ they rev Lew o fth e p a y t Towr/KeportVedM urtLonywefelt i t
p ru d en t to- a g a in honor they m any d e d ic a te d service
personnet who- h a ve served/ th ly country so- va lia n tly
th ro u g h o u t our history. They reading/ o f nemos' on/ our own/
Veterans' M em oriat ly, and/ atwayy should/ be as co nstant
rem tnder o f our pad: and/ future. Throughout history
Newporty m e n and/ w om en h a ve (Otways' been th ere to serve
w hen d u ty catted/. Many oftheseheroey h a ve already
passed/, b u t th ere a re m any othery w ho a re w ith ay today. I f
we truly ta k e th e tim e to yimply took/ a t our friendy,
neightrory <ond fellow com m unity m em beryyon with fin d Ct
ad:onCshCng/ ay to th e sheer num ber o f veterany, from WW11
to th e A fg h a n ista n a n d I rag wary, a t hom e a n d abroad/.
We w ould/Itke/to Honor a lt those w h o h a ve served in th e
past, Army, Airforce, Mariney, Navy, a n d th e C o a y tg u a rd ,
a n d w ish a safe a n t b rig h t fu tu re for a lt those who a re
currently serving/or chose to d o so i n th e future.

MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIRECTORY
Ambulance

Sebasticook Valley

487-5141

Fire
Police
Town Manager
Town Clerk
Treasurer
Tax Collector
Dep. Town Clerk

Chief Jeff Chretien
Chief Leonard Macdaid
James A. Ricker
Hannah E. Turgeon

368-2533

Tax Assessor
Public Works Director
Animal Control Officer
Birth, Death or Marriage Licenses
Civil Emergency Preparedness
Code Enforcement Officer
Plumbing Permits
Dog Licenses
Excise Tax & Registration
Fishing & Hunting Licenses
Hospital
Librarian
Registrar of Voters
Cemetery Sexton
Superintendent of Schools
Newport Elementary

Deanna M. Thompson
Deanna M. Thompson
Shawna L. Varrelmann
Jacki Robbins
Steve Berry
Jesse Gee
Town Clerk
Jeff Chretien
Albert Tempesta
Albert Tempesta
Town Clerk
Tax Collector
Town Clerk
Sebasticook Valley
Leona McCartin
Hannah E. Turgeon
Public Works
Mike Hammer
Lori Merrow

368-3263
368-4410
368-4410
368-4410
368-4410
368-4410
368-4410
355-5035
800-432-7911
368-4410
368-4410
368-4410
368-4410
368-4410
368-4410
368-4410
487-5141
368-5074
368-4410
355-5035
368-5091
368-4470

Sebasticook Valley Middle School
Nokomis Regional High
Sewer District
Water District
Snow Removal
Street Maintenance
Town Highway Garage
Transfer Station

Angela Brown
Mary Nadeau
Dan Stevens
AJ Newhall
Steve Berry
Steve Berry

368-4592
368-4354
368-5129
368-4314
355-5035
355-5035

Steve Berry
Adam Noyes

355-5035
368-5077

General Assistance

Deanna M. Thompson

368-4410
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TOWN OFFICE HOURS:
M-F
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
(On the first business day of every month, the town office opens at 9:00 a.m.)
NEWPORT CULTURAL CENTER HOURS: T - F
Saturday

9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

NEWPORT TRANSFER STATION HOURS: Tuesday - Saturday
8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

HOLIDAYS OBSERVED BY TOWN DEPARTMENTS:
NEW YEARS DAY
MARTIN LUTHER KING DAY
PRESIDENTS’ DAY
MEMORIAL DAY
INDEPENDENCE DAY
LABOR DAY
COLUMBUS DAY
VETERAN’S DAY
THANKSGIVING
DAY AFTER THANKSGIVING
CHRISTMAS DAY
(Occasionally, training requirements may cause the town office to be closed on
days not identified above.)
FREQUENTLY REQUESTED PHONE NUMBERS:
NEWPORT DISTRICT COURT
NEWPORT POST OFFICE

368-5778
368-4445

IMPORTANT DATES TO REMEMBER:
TAX DUE DATE:

November 17, 2017

DOG LICENSES:

Expire December 31st 2017.
Late fees start February 1st every year.
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ELECTED OFFICIALS
SELECTBOARD (Three year term)
Randy Davis
’ 19
Tom Breitweg, Jr.
’ 19
John Carson
’18
Kyle Russell
’18
Douglas Franklin
’ 17
RSU #19 DIRECTORS (Three year term)
Erik Stitham
’ 17
Winn Price
’18
Fred Hickey
’17
Evelyn Flickey
’19
NEWPORT SANITARY DISTRICT (Three year term)
Vern Palmer
’17
’17
Dennis Dow
Dana Hartford
’19
Michael Jones
’ 19
’18
Rick Jacques
NEWPORT WATER DISTRICT (Five year term)
’ 18
Roger Carr
’ 20
George Phelps
’21
Fred Hickey
’19
Seth Bradstreet
’17
Rodney Webb
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APPOINTED OFFICIALS
Town Manager

James A. Ricker

Director of Economic Development

James A. Ricker

Director of Human Resources

James A. Ricker

Tax Collector

Deanna M. Thompson

Deputy Tax Collector

Shawna L. Varrelmann

Town Clerk

Hannah E. Turgeon

Deputy Town Clerk

Deanna M. Thompson

Deputy Town Clerk

Shawna L. Varrelmann

Treasurer

Deanna M. Thompson

Deputy Treasurer

Shawna L. Varrelmann

Registrar of Voters

Hannah E. Turgeon

Tax Assessor

Jacki Robbins

Plumbing Inspector

Albert Tempesta

Code Enforcement Officer

Albert Tempesta

Electrical Inspector

State

Building Inspector

Albert Tempesta

Road Commissioner

Steve Berry

Director of Civil Emergency Preparedness

Jeff Chretien

Director of Public Works

Steve Berry

Sealer of Weights and Measures

State

Health Officer

Albert Tempesta

Chief of Police

Leonard Macdaid

Chief of Fire

Jeff Chretien
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APPOINTMENTS, BOARDS
& COMMITTEES
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Chief Jeff Chretien
Asst. Chief Ricky Turner
Dispatcher Llewellyn “Punky” Wilson
Safety Officer Chris Lindsey

POLICE DEPARTMENT
Chief Leonard Macdaid
Lt. Randy Wing
Sgt. David Wintle
Jesse Gee
Nicholas Coveil
Michael Kennedy

COMPANY 1
Lt. Amanda Chretien
Brian Cayer
Jake Erskine
Ian Chadbourne
Billy Pelkey
Brandon Lasselle

POLICE DEPARTMENT-P/T
Roger Sedgwick
James Emerson

COMPANY 2
Lt. Adam Noyes
Timothy Vashon
Royal Thornton
Chris Richards
John Rush
Jon Kosobud
Ray Girroir

BOARD OF APPEALS
Richard Peck, Chair
Tom Kus, Secretary
Ted Cianchette
John Burgess
Ginger Phelps

ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
Jesse Gee

PLANNING BOARD
Kerry Carsley, Chair
Frank Harding
Darren Seamans
Debbie Ferrell
George Phelps

COMPANY 3
Lt. Ryan Peters
David Buzzell
Rob Hughes
John Hansen
Lydia Moore
Steve McCarron
Stacy Lasselle
Corey Peete
Josh Martin

NEWPORT SANITARY
DISTRICT TRUSTEES
Rick Jacques, Chair
Vern Palmer, Vice Chair
Dennis Dow, Treasurer
Mike Jones, Clerk
Dana Hartford, Trustee

NEWPORT WATER DISTRICT
TRUSTEES
George Phelps, Chair
Fred Hickey Jr., Vice Chair
Rodney Webb, Treasurer
Roger Carr, Clerk
Seth Bradstreet III
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APPOINTMENTS, BOARDS
& COMMITTEES
NEWPORT CULTURAL CENTER
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Vicki Woods, President
Tonya Parker, Vice President
Ann Hardwick, Treasurer
Dee Terrio, Secretary
Marjorie Downing
Becky Steinnes, Executive Director

BUDGET COMMITTEE
Phil Brown, Chair
George Phelps
Donna Berry
Donna Hodges
Barbara Brown
Ginger Phelps
Chris Lindsey
Maxine Pare

NEWPORT RECREATION
COMMITTEE
Josh Grant, Director
Kelly Flagg, Secretary
Adam King
Matt Brown
Mike Beane
Scott Hartsgrove

COMMITTEE OF WATER
REGULATION
Thomas Breitweg
James Ricker
John Carson
Steve Hartley
Maxine Pare
Debbie Ferrell

SNOWMOBILE TRAIL
COMMITTEE
Richard Parlee, Chair
Wesley (Gene) Braley
Gary Braley
Scott Jakins
Charles Stevens
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STA T E OF M A INE

O ffi ce of the G ove rnor
I STATE HOUSE S T A T IO N
A U G U ST A , M A IN E
04333-0001

P A U L R. L eP A G E
GOVERNOR

Dear Citizens of Newport:
Maine has a long tradition of civil participation in both state and local government, and I thank you for
being informed and involved citizens.
My vision for Maine is prosperity, not poverty. For this reason, one of my top priorities continues to be
the reduction and eventual elimination of the income tax. Raising the minimum wage is not the path out
of poverty; I want Mainers to earn a career wage. Reducing the income tax is the biggest and most
immediate pay raise for all hard-working Mainers.
Not only does an income tax cut put more money back in your pockets, but it will also attract businesses
that can offer good-paying careers to keep our young people here. It shows the nation that we are serious
about wanting people and businesses to come—and stay— in Maine.
Unfortunately, voters approved a referendum question to raise the income tax to 10.15% on successful
Maine households and small businesses. Enacting the second highest income tax rate in the country
shows the nation we are eager to punish people for being successful. It will drive them out of our state
and make it even more difficult to attract much-needed doctors, dentists, scientists, engineers and other
professionals to Maine. They can live in neighboring New Hampshire, which takes no income tax from
their paychecks. Even worse, there is no guarantee the extra revenue from this tax will go to fund
education, as proponents promised.
As successful people leave Maine, state and municipal government will lose the significant amount they
pay in property, sales and incomes taxes. This will put even more upward pressure on local property
taxes. Municipalities will have to get more creative to provide local services without increasing property
taxes. Reforming the tree growth program, collecting property taxes on land in conservation or
preservation programs, charging a payment in lieu of taxes on state land that is taken off the property tax
rolls and having non-profit organizations pay a two-percent tax on their net revenues are all ways for
municipalities to increase revenues.
Such bold measures would take strong leadership and commitment from local officials and residents. If
ever I can be of assistance to you or if you have any questions or suggestions, I encourage you to contact
my office by calling 287-3531 or by visiting our website at www.maine.gov/govemor.
Sincerely,

Paul R. LePage
Governor
PHONE: (207) 287-3531 (Voice)

888-577-6690 (TTY)
www.maine.gov
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FAX: (207) 287-1034

Kenneth Wade Fredette
House Republican Leader, Minority Office
Representative to the Legislature
Term Expires: December 5, 2018
Address:
Phone:

P. O. Box 70, N ew port, ME 04953
(207) 368-5562 (Business) - (207) 287-1440 (House Republican Office)

EMail: Kenneth. Fredctte@ legislature.m aine.gov
House Web Page: http://legislature.m aine.gov/house/hsebios/fredkw .htm
State House M essage Phone:

(800) 423-2900

T T Y : Please use M aine Relay 711

Representing: D istrict 100 - Corinna, Dixm ont, Etna (part), N ew port and Plymouth
Committees:

Ethics; Rules and Business o f the House

Party: R epublican
Legal Residence:

N ew port

Seat in House Chamber:

22

Legislative Service: House: 125th, 126th, 127th, 128th
House Minority Office
Room 332, State House
2 State House Station
Augusta, Maine 04333-0002

House Minority Office
Telephone: (207) 287-1440
State House Message Phone: 1-800-423-2900
web site: http://mehousegop.org

House web site: http://legislature.maine.gov/house/
Please include this information in your municipal annual report to aid residents in contacting
their State Representative. Thank you. Robert B. Hunt, Clerk of the House.
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S T A T E OF M A I N E
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
HOUSE REPUBLICAN OFFICE
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0002
O f fic e :
F ax :

KENNETH WADE FREDETTE
HOUSE REPUBLICAN LEADER

( 2 0 7 )2 8 7 - 1 4 4 0
( 2 0 7 )2 8 7 - 1 4 4 9

E - M a il: K e n n e th .F re d e U e @ le g is la titire .m a in e .g o v

January 2017

Dear Friends and Neighbors,
First, I would like to thank the residents of Newport for re-electing me as your State
Representative. I take this responsibility very seriously and look foiward to the 128th Legislature
to continue the progress toward making Maine an affordable and hospitable place to live, work
and enjoy!
I have again been asked to serve as House Republican leader for the 128th Legislature. It is an
honor and a privilege as Maine citizens deserve a government that represents the needs of all
citizens, and I intend to honor that duty. Some of my priorities this First Session are to continue
to move Maine citizens from poverty to prosperity. I will continue to promote fiscal
responsibility with common sense tax reform, as this serves all Mainers. I have also heard the
voices of all Mainers that protecting the public and improving Maine schools are your priorities
and that also makes them mine.
I was elected to the Maine Legislature on the promise to represent you, the people of District
100. To do this, I will be seeking your input regularly and want to hear from you with your
comments and concerns. Please call me anytime at 287-1440 or email
Kenncth.Fredette@Legislature.Maine.gov. to keep me updated on those concerns. If you would
like to be added to my email update list, you can do so by emailing me directly with your
request.
Thank you again, for giving me the honor of serving you in Augusta!
Sincerely,

Kenneth W. Fredette
State Representative
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Senator Andre E. Cushing, III
Assistant Majority Leader
3 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0003
(207) 287-1505

/2Stfi £egu\>£atwie

Senate a t
M aine
Senate tDidtact /O

Dear Friends and Neighbors:
Let me begin by thanking you for allowing me the honor o f serving you in the Maine Senate. I am
humbled that you have put your trust in me for a third term and can assure you I will continue to work
tirelessly on your behalf. Please let me provide you with a recap of the 127th Legislature, as well as my
hopes for the upcoming 128th Legislature, which convenes in December.
Last year we continued the work of reforming our state’s welfare system and achieved the long soughtafter goal o f banning the purchase o f alcohol, tobacco and lottery tickets with welfare benefits. While
there is more work to be done in reforming our welfare system, I believe these efforts will help to deter
such abuse o f the system and help ensure that benefits are going to those who tally need them.
The Legislature also worked in a bipartisan fashion to begin addressing the drug crisis affecting our state.
We approved putting 10 new drug enforcement agents on the street, as well as provided funding for
treatment programs and drug use prevention efforts.
For municipalities, we saw the challenges they faced with education funding and provided an additional
$15 million dollars. Our Department of Transportation continues to work on road and bridge projects to
help address the many years of delay in transportation maintenance.
In the upcoming session, it is clear that attracting more jobs to our state is a top priority, and we must
work on a plan that determines the course Maine will pursue in the coming years. To that end, I will
continue my work advocating for solutions which expand economic opportunity for all Mainers. We must
also continue a multi-pronged approach to fight the drug epidemic threatening our state and hurting our
families. It is my hope that the Legislature can once again work together to find good solutions to what
has become a widespread problem.
Again, my humble and sincere thanks for allowing me to represent you in Augusta. Please feel free to
contact me at 287-1505 or andre@andrecushing.com if you have comments, questions or if you would

like assistance in navigating our state’s bureaucracy.

Sincerely,

Andre E. Cushing, III
Assistant Majority Leader

V'

Fax: (207) 287-1527 * TTY (207) 287-1583 * Message S en ’ice 1-800-423-6900 * WebSite: legislalure.inaine.gov/senale
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A N G U S S . K IN G , J R .
MAINE

COMMLTTTKS
ARMED SERVICES

133 Ma p * Scnat* Ofp.ce Buk.w w
<2021 224-5344
•Vrnnifti: Rttp' V»ww KiiHiSerwKifc.fliJV

ENERGY AMD
NATURAL RESOURCES

BUDGET

United States Senate

INrELUCENCE
RULES AND ADMINISTRATION

W A S H IN G T O N . D C 2 0 5 1 0

Dear Friends of Newport,
Since being sworn into the Senate in 2013,1 have made it my mission to address at the federal level the most
important issues facing our great state. Working closely with my colleagues in the Maine Congressional
Delegation, we’ve been able to successfully secure a number of legislative victories that support our state’s
economy, our rich traditions, and the hardworking people I am proud to represent.
In an increasingly polarized Congress, my goal as an Independent is to put partisanship aside, build consensus
and further common-sense solutions to address the needs o f the American people. To this end, I have co
founded the Former Governors Caucus, a group of former state executives who are frustrated with legislative
gridlock and eager to find bipartisan solutions. And as always, I aim to bridge the partisan divide by hosting
barbeque dinners in Washington with colleagues ranging from Ted Cruz to Elizabeth Warren. If you know a
person’s children, then you see them as a modier or father and not a rival vote, and working to furdier
personal dialogue and build relationships can lay the foundation for successful legislation.
One of the accomplishments of which I am most proud is the legislative victory' that protects our college
students and their families from an expensive hike in student loan interest rates. In 2013, as students faced a
significant spike in interest rates that would have taken thousands of dollars out of their pockets, I brought
together colleagues from across the political spcctntm to broker compromise legislation called the Bipartisan
Student Loan Certainty Act. Thanks to this bill, students will save $50 billion over the next 10 years by
lowering their interest rates, which means that a student in Maine will now save between $3,000 and $6,000
over the life o f their loan.
Being an Independent in the Senate has allowed me to make calls and vote on policies that are best for Maine,
but it has also made it possible to play key roles in finding simple solutions and legislative fixes that make
good commonsense to both parties. O f course, much of what we do in the Senate doesn’t happen on the
Senate floor, or even in committee. Instead, it involves working across all levels o f government to ensure the
State o f Maine receives attention and support from the federal government.
Take, for example, die opioid and heroin epidemic devastating communities across our state. While Congress
has passed legislative solutions aimed at expanding access to medical treatment, I’ve also pressed for other
changes that can be accomplished more quickly and make a more immediate difference in Maine. For
example, I successfully urged the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to increase the number of
patients to whom a doctor can provide medication-assisted treatment, and in 2015 brought the Director of
the Office of National Drug Control Policy to Brewer to meet directly with Mainers and hear their stories.
I’ve also engaged law enforcement —including the Drug Enforcement Agency —to crack down on the
production of opioids and work to limit their diversion. Together, Senator Collins and I helped pass tire
Nordicrn Border Security Review Act to combat drug and human trafficking along our border with Canada.
While the opioid epidemic is certainly our biggest public health crisis, job loss in Maine is still our number
one economic problem and that’s why we need to focus on bringing good paying jobs back to Maine and
protecting the ones we still have. As a member o f the Armed Services Committee, I teamed up with Senator
Collins and Representative Poliqutn to successfully secure a provision in the defense bill that can help
domestic shoe manufacturers like New Balance. The three o f us also worked together with the Department
of Commerce to establish an Economic Development Assessment Team, known as an EDAT, to assist
Maine’s forest industry' in the wake o f several mill closures. We have an incredible spirit o f innovation and
ingenuity' in Maine and I believe finding ways to invest in that spirit will reignite Maine’s forest products
sector and our economy. Part o f our economic path forward must also include expanding access to liighspeed broadband, which can help connect our businesses and communities to information and economic
opportunities.
AUGUSTA
•1 Gil brio! Drive, Suite FI
Auqosta, ME 04330
<20/»622> 8292

BANGOR
202 Harlow Street, Suite 20350
Bangor. ME 04401
<207) 94S-800C

PRESQUE ISLF
16S Academy Street, Suite A
Presque late, ME 04783
(207}764-5124
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SCARBOROUGH
333 US Routa 1. Suite 1C
Scarborough. ME 04074
(207)883 1588

(continued)
As a member o f the Senate Armed Services and Intelligence Committees, 1 work to keep Maine and our
nation safe. Part o f that important work means continuing to work for funding for die constm cdon of Navy
ships that will be used to protect American interests across the globe. We all know that “Bath Built is Best
Built,” which is why I’ve fought to authorize funding for Navy' ships built at BIW. The best way to preserve
peace is by deterring war through unassailable strength, and to do that we must support our shipbuilders and
our brave service members and invest in our military'. I strive to meet this solemn responsibly every day as a
member o f these committees, which is why I hardly ever miss a hearing and take great care in overseeing the
agencies sworn to keep us safe. Armed Services Chairman John McCain called me “one o f the most serious
and hard-working members” o f the Committee, and that’s a humbling compliment from a true American
hero.
As always, please call or write me with thoughts or concerns with matters currendy before Congress, or if you
need assistance navigating a federal agency. As a public servant, it is critical to me to listen and learn from
you, which is why staying connected with people from all over our beautiful state remains a top priority for
my work in the Senate. Please call my toll-free line at 1-800-432-1599 or one my offices: Augusta: (207)6228292, Bangor: (207)945-8000, Presque Isle (207)764-5124, Scarborough (207)883-1588, or Washington, D.C.
(202)224-5344. Y ou can also write me on our website at www.king.scnate.gov/contact.
It is an honor and a privilege serving the people o f Maine in the Senate, and I look forward to working with
you in our search for a more perfect Union.
Sincerely,

Angus S. King, Jr.
United States Senator
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REPORT OF THE
NEWPORT SELECTBOARD
2016 will mark the Town of Newport as being a very progressive community in
building and modernizing our much needed infrastructure. We all now have a new
public safety building that offers not only our fine police department, but our equally
fine fire department a modern place to work. This building will serve us well as it
will our children and their children.
The state held up their word with the repair to our Main Street and sidewalks a
year earlier than what was scheduled. That was a job well done!
The Highway Department did their usual above and beyond job in saving us
taxpayers untold dollars doing some road repair, equipment repair and a ridiculous
amount of requests for help needed in every department in town, that in years past
had been farmed out. A big round of applause for the talent and willingness to go
above and beyond.
I would be remiss if 1 did not mention the fantastic job of our Town Office
crew. 1 was honored to be involved in this past years election and watched how
polite and efficient this crew is.
We will see some more much needed growth this year as new and existing
business’ have plans to relocate and expand in our beautiful town. The Town Man
ager is in the middle of setting up another TIF (Tax Increment Financing) so that
the town will be ready and able to both encourage and entice new businesses to our
community.
In closing, I would like to give a big thank you to the Board. They have always
been willing to serve the Town in any capacity that was required. Thank you!
Respectfully Submitted,
Randy Davis
Newport Selectboard Chair
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Report of the Town Manager
When a year closes, we are always reminded of the past events and anticipate the
future with a new vigor. Thus the “New Year’s” resolutions, weight loss programs, gym
membership’s, diets, relationships, the list is endless. I believe it is that same optimism
at work in us all in meeting the challenges in local government. In 2016 those chal
lenges were met and I’m looking forward to what 2017 may offer.
2016 was the year the Police and Fire Departments moved into our new facility and
are very thankful to all the taxpayers for this beautiful building that has met our goals
and exceeded our expectations. Even though square footage in both the garage and
public safety buildings is five (5) times that of its predecessors, the cost of heating has
reduced significantly. The effects of new facilities go beyond esthetics and comfort.
Morale of our employees, our ability to attract qualified candidates, and a renewed
sense of pride are all easily identified during the past few months.
Newport is still experiencing new housing starts, especially around our lake. Busi
ness investment has been stable but we are always looking for new and innovated ways
to improve. I would like to point out however that Newport’s own Ryan Peters pur
chased and is developing where the old Hoods building once stood. As the second
generation in Lakeside Concrete Cutting, Ryan constructed a new building for the fam
ily business in 2014 on Railroad Street. Last year he completely remodeled the old
Hoods Boiler room to move in his oil burner and transport business, Eastern Maine Oil.
Entrepreneurs like Ryan and his wife Brittany are the energy that will help shape our
future. However, we are fortunate that Newport has other family businesses that are
thriving and all help identify who we are and where we are going. One thing we do
know in rural Maine is that providing an innovative, viable, quality and affordable
product is important in business. 1 challenge everyone to shop local, from farm fresh
foods, restaurants, Christmas trees and services! Supporting the business community
keeps that business vibrant and only enhances home town vitality.
At year end there was a remaining $189,000 from our operational budgets that
reverted back to our general fund. Simply stated the Town of Newport’s spending prac
tices are not simply predicated on available funds. Funds are expended for their in
tended purpose but when cost savings can occur, it does occur. I feel the taxpayers
received the services budgeted, and we were simply able to accomplish that task with
less funding in 2016. We also closed our books with $890,597 in Special Revenue
Accounts. These funds are earmarked for projects not funded from your operational
budgets such as capital equipment, construction, and maintenance. Our 2016 actual
fund balance was $ 1,423,867 which is $606,964 more than our fund balance policy
identifies, which is a minimum of $816,903. Having a healthy fund balance is fiscally
sound policy and financially prepares our community for uncertainties of economic
times.
1 would like to thank you for your support and would also like to thank all of our
employees for their efforts in 2016. I feel we have a very committed work force that
continually puts forth their best efforts to the people we serve. I would also like to thank
the Selectboard for their guidance and support during the past year and look forward to
the challenges of 2017.
Sincerely,
James A. Ricker Sr.
Town Manager
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NEWPORT POLICE DEPARTMENT
21 Water Street • Newport, Maine 04953
To the residents of the town of Newport:
I hereby submit the annual report for the Newport Police Department for the year
ending 2016.
In the year 2016 the Police profession was challenged in a way we all hoped we
would never see. Shooting deaths of law enforcement officers spiked drastically. With
a total of 140 officers killed in the line of duty and even more staggering was the fact
that 63 of the 140 officers were killed by gunfire. To make matters worse, these deaths
included an alarming increase of ambush-style assaults. Officers were killed merely
because of the uniform they wear and the job they are doing. With a nationwide de
cline of people willing to become police officers, those of us already in the profession
are feeling the strain. We are very fortunate in our State of Maine that none of our
Officers have been included in this tragedy. But with the anti-government and anti
police sentiment growing, we would be lacking awareness to think this will not hap
pen at some point in the future. I am very proud of the Police Officers who serve
Newport. They again did a good job keeping the citizens of Newport safe in 2016. We
are proud as an Agency to serve the citizens of Newport. Your continued support of
our Department has always been greatly appreciated.
Looking ahead in 2017, one of our big challenges will be the smooth transition of
Marijuana being legalized in Maine. We will work hard to balance both sides of the
spectrum that this new law encompasses. Two areas of concern are marijuana related
traffic deaths and youth marijuana use. Today’s marijuana has THC levels much stron
ger than in years past, some as much as 90% stronger than in years past. I encourage
everyone to become educated on this subject. I am looking forward to working with
all citizens of Newport as we find balance in this new endeavor.
The Newport Police Department was happy to provide the following Community
Policing Services that included pumping gas at the Irving Gas Station and running in
the torch run to raise money for the Special Olympics. We also conducted a traffic
detail for the motorcycle “Toy Run”, Nokomis High School Graduation, and the Me
morial Day Parade. We participated in the evening action, parade and fireworks at the
Pine Tree Camps Snowmobile Ride-in. We again provided security at school dances
as well as any sporting events that requested our presence. We commenced the ninth
year of wellness checks for citizens with a special need. We have commenced a daily
walk through of our schools in Newport with the elimination of our School Resource
Officer.
We continue to have a strong partnership between the police department, schools,
parents and students. I attended a women’s club meeting during the summer and spoke
to them regarding identity theft. I also read to preschoolers at the library last fall. We
continue nightly to check local businesses and any resident home that has requested
our assistance while they are away. Please contact the Police Department if you or
anyone you know would like to be added to our wellness or residence check list. The
Newport Police Department will continue to expand on its community-policing pro
gram. If you have any ideas that will bring our Department more in tuned with the
people of Newport, please express your thoughts so that we can better serve your
needs.
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In 2016 Michael Kennedy was hired as a Full-time Police Officer. He will attend
the Maine Criminal Justice Academy in August. Michael grew up in Germany and
joined the U.S. Marines after school. He is also currently an active member of the
Maine Air National Guard in Bangor. Michael presently lives in Kenduskeag with his
family. Also, hired this year was James Emerson. Jim was hired as a part-time Police
Officer. He also works part-time for the Town of Greenville. Jim worked several
years for the Town of Dexter reaching the rank of Chief. We are happy he has decided
to spend time with us while also enjoying his retirement. Jim lives in Corinna with his
family, and I believe both men will serve our Town well.
All Police Officers completed the mandatory re-certification requirements, (Man
datory Training) in accordance with 25 M.R.S.A. 2804-E. Mandatory training for
year 2016 included, firearms, taser re-qualification, new law update, implicit human
biases, cultural diversity, roadside legal considerations and autism education for LE.
OSH A yearly block of training included (fire extinguishers, hazmat, blood borne patho
gens, sexual harassment and CPR). Review of all thirteen mandated policies, review
of all job descriptions, spike mats refresher course, mechanics of arrest refresher course,
and metro security. MDOL yearly block of training included infectious disease, haz
ardous communication plan, PPE assessment, and emergency action plan. Maine
Municipal yearly block of training included defensive driving. We also covered DHHS
mandated reporting, Giglio, evidence collection procedures and review of the fourth
amendment. In addition to mandated training, I attended the International Association
of Chiefs of Police training, Lieutenant Wing attended training on forensic statements
and Sergeant Wintle attended FBI Leeds School for supervisors.
Our calls for service varied from domestic disputes to car accidents. We like all
other towns and cities in Maine are dealing with the spill over from abuse of the drug
Fentanyl. Understanding Fentanyl and its potency can be complicated. It is a schedule
II drug, 50-80 times more powerful than morphine. Mixing Fentanyl with illegal drugs
is not new. However, in New England it has reached epidemic levels. Overdoses from
this drug are on the rise and show no signs of slowing down in the near future. We like
all Police Departments are working hard to control the problem and seek proactive
solutions to prevent the abuse at the source.
The Newport Police Department will continue to strive for professional excel
lence in the year forthcoming. I would personally like to invite anyone to visit our
department and observe what we do on a daily basis. You are also encouraged to call
my office with any suggestions you might have. We strongly value community feed
back so that we can become the type of Police Department the citizens of Newport
will be proud to call their own.
1 would like to thank all Police personnel for their hard work and dedication to
the Police Department throughout the year.
Finally, I would like to thank the Town Manager, Selectboard members, fellow
employees, and the citizens of Newport who have offered great support this year. It
has been a pleasure to serve the people of the Town. I look forward to the challenges
that the upcoming year will bring.
Leonard R. Macdaid
Chief of Police
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NEWPORT FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
The Newport Fire Department responded to 709 calls this past year. These calls are
broken down as follows:
Structure Fires
Vehicle Fires
Spills/Leaks
Tree/Power lines
Palmyra Fire
Other
Car Accidents

67
15
10
27
27
6
42

Includes out of town mutual aid
Brush/Grass
Rescue Calls
Palmyra Rescue
False Alarm
CO Detector
Chimney Fires

8
394
80
16
8
9

2016 was definitely a big year for the Newport Fire Department and our members.
We started off the year working out of the Public Works building and now we can say
we are completely moved into the new Public Safety building. We would like to start
off by saying thank you to the citizens of Newport for all your support throughout the
year.... We would not be where we are today without the support, thoughtfulness and
understanding of all of you. We would also like to send a big Thank You out to our
Public Works Department and employees. As you know combining to Departments
into one building (when your fleet consists of 6 extra vehicles) can cause some chaos
and confusion but we all worked together and we appreciate them and their patience as
we shared their home.
Along with moving into the new station, running over 709 calls, being diligent in
keeping up with all OSHA regulated training I am proud to say that our men and
women have calculated over 140 community service hours to the Town of Newport.
This includes a week-long fire prevention course, CPR and First Aid trainings to schools
and coaches, Pine Tree Camp ride in, Autism Awareness and hometown heroes. As
you can imagine working a fulltime job, raising a family and answering fire calls in the
evenings and weekends is a lot of work yet these men and women still reach deep
within them to donate their time to help their community and for that I am extremely
proud.
As we do every year, we also have been working hard on receiving grant funds to
offset the cost to our taxpayers. This year we were able to receive a grant to send 3
Firefighters to EMT school. This grant in itself was a $4700.00 savings to the taxpay
ers. These 3 firefighters will be taking their National Registry test next month and we
wish them all Good Skill! We also received a grant for 10 new Indian backpack pumps.
This grant is a savings to the town of just over $2000.00 and will replace our over 20
year old backpacks that have weak linings and leak while in use. This will assist our
firefighters tremendously while fighting forest fires.
In closing just a friendly reminder that if you plan on burning brush or having a
bon fire, etc you need to get a permit. You can pick these up at the Town office or at the
Fire Station Monday through Friday 8 am to 5 pm. They are also available online @
www.maine.gov/burnpermit for a fee charged by the State.
We have also partnered with another site that you can acquire open burning per
mits with in the Town of Newport for no charge @ WWW.WARDENSREPORT.COM
Thank you.
Respectfully Submitted
Jeff Chretien, Fire Chief

Newport Public Works Annual Report - 2016
Looking back on 2016, it was a very busy year. Some of the notable projects
include the relocation of the Gazebo to the Riverwalk on its new concrete pad, new
LED light installation at the tennis courts. Road work consisted of dirt road repair on
Nokomis Way. Bar-Land the Pratt Road.
The usual roadside cutting and ditching was completed, as well as numerous
grading projects. Road and driveway culvert installations were also completed this
year. With the purchase of a CAT Roller we have improved the effectiveness and
quality of road grading and road repairs being done. In September we put up 1,700
yards of winter sand. We also completed many in house repairs such as suspension
repairs, plow and wing repair and sander maintenance on our equipment in prepara
tion for the winter season. There was also maintenance work done at the Transfer
Station by myself and the crew. All of these projects would not be possible without
the crew. Special thanks goes out to the crew members Mike Thompson, Billy Pelkey
and Jon Kosobud for their dedication and hard work during the year.
The mowing and maintenance of eight Cemeteries, Riverwalk as well in town
mowing keeps us very busy all summer. The three acre expansion project at the Riv
erside Cemetery has begun, and is on track to be completed this summer.
On September 30th, Larry Merrithew retired, he will be missed and we wish him
a happy retirement. I thank the Town Manager and the Board of Selectman for giving
me the opportunity to take my new role as Public Works Supervisor.
In closing, the crew and I would like to thank the residence of the Town of New
port for their continued support.
Respectfully,
Steve Berry
Public Works Supervisor
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REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
Recorded in this office from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016 the following
statistics of Newport are hereby submitted:
VITAL STATISTICS
Resident Males
Marriages:
Resident Females
Births:
Males
Females
Deaths:
Males
Females

17
19
17
15
16
23

Marriage Licenses
Certified copies of Birth, Death & Marriage records
Burial Transit Permits

20
319
88

DOG LICENSES
Dog Licenses for year 2016
Kennels

678
1

INLAND FISHERIES & WILDLIFE
Total Licenses
335
13
Resident Archery
47
Resident Hunting
Resident Fishing
91
9
Resident Turkey Permits
2
Resident Bear Permits
19
Migratory Waterfowl
0
Pheasant Stamps
3
Over 70 Complimentary Licenses
REGISTRATIONS
Boats
Non Resident Snowmobiles
Non Resident ATV’s
Motor Vehicles

280
11
20
3902

MISCELLANEOUS
Pole Permits
Concealed Weapons Permits

1
20

Non Resident License
Resident Combination
Junior Hunting
Saltwater Registry
Resident Coyote Permits
Small Game Permits
Muzzle Loading Licenses
Superpack Licenses
Duplicate Licenses

9
110
19
8
4
0
6
4
0

Resident Snowmobiles
163
ATV’s
180
Non Resident Milfoil Sticker 20

Special Town Meetings
Transfer Station Permits

Respectfully Submitted,
Hannah E. Turgeon, Town Clerk
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TAX COLLECTOR’S REPORT
We realize that paying your taxes is often difficult. To make paying taxes easier,
you can make monthly or weekly payments. Making payments more frequently will
lower the amount of interest you will be paying in the future. Just a reminder eight to
ten months after real estate taxes are committed a lien is placed on your property for
non-payment. Eighteen months after the lien is placed, the town will foreclose. Fore
closed properties are first offered back to the prior owners for taxes. If the prior owner
does not buy back the property for taxes, the properties are put out to bid.
If your business appears on the unpaid personal property tax list, the Town of New
port will be taking action to collect this debt. Please contact the Town Office for
further details.
There are programs or exemptions available to help lower your real estate taxes,
if you qualify. The Homestead Exemption Program reduces your valuation by $15,000,
which in 2016 was $291.00 off your tax bill. The veteran’s exemption will reduce
your valuation by $5,000 and take $97.00 off your bill. The main qualifications is to
be 62 years old and to have served during a war. Your income has nothing to do with
these exemptions and is not even considered. Also available is the Tax and Rent Re
bate Program offered by the State of Maine, which is now entered on your Maine
State tax return Form 1040 ME/Schedule PTFC. (File Form 1040ME online at
www.maine. gov/revenue/netfIIe/gateway2.htm. It’s free or call 624-7894 to have
the forms sent to you. Please inquire at the Town Office for more information on any
of these programs or exemptions. All of the programs I identified in this paragraph are
state, locally administered, and subject to change. All interested parties are encour
aged to contact the tax assessor or my office for further information.
Respectfully Submitted,
Deanna M. Thompson
Certified Treasurer/Tax Collector

2016 REPORT OF THE CODE ENFORCEMENT
OFFICER AND THE PLUMBING INSPECTOR
It continues to be my pleasure to serve the Town of Newport as it’s Code Enforce
ment Officer, Plumbing Inspector and it’s Health Officer. There were 68 Land Use
Permits issued and 58 Plumbing Permits Issued. The Land Use Permits were issued
for uses such as new house construction, additions, barns & garages, earthwork, com
mercial business, signs and several for the demolition of existing structures. There
were some minor violations during the year. Please remember that the Town’s people
enacted all of the Town’s Ordinances to preserve everybody’s property rights. If you
have any questions, or if I can be of any help, please feel free to contact me at the
Town Office. I’m in the office on Mondays and Thursdays from 8:30 to 5:00 and the
Town Office employee’s can reach me on the days I’m not in.
Respectfully Submitted,
Albert Tempesta
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REPORT OF THE TRANSFER STATION
The year 2016 has proven to be a successful year thanks to your efforts. Recy
cling might feel like a pain and you might think to yourself what difference does my
couple of pizza boxes make but this past year we shipped 38.67 tons of MSW (trash)
less than we did in 2015 for a total of 1774.73 for the year. We also processed 33 more
tons of recyclable material than we did in 2015 for a total of 288 ton.
At times you might walk into the recycling building and see a towering mountain
of cardboard, don’t be alarmed and trust me when I say its not because Joe Vance and
David Buzzell aren’t doing their jobs. They both work extremely hard to process the
recyclable material brought in daily.
You can help by sorting your items better, removing covers and emptying your
boxes of trash. If you have any questions about what belongs where please don’t
hesitate to ask. We are more than happy to be of assistance.
As always a thanks to the Public Works crew for all of their help whenever its
needed.
Remember when unloading your trash please be respectful of those in line behind
you by unloading in a timely fashion. The unloading zone isn’t always the best spot to
clean out your vehicle or discuss last night’s game winning score.
Just a reminder, we do occasionally close for small periods during a burial in the
cemetery across the road. This usually lasts only a short time and we reopen as quickly
as we can.
As we move forward if you have any questions, concerns or suggestions feel free
to pass them along. We are always looking for ways to improve. And as always your
satisfaction is guarenteed or double your trash back.
Transfer Station Supervisor
Adam Noyes

NEWPORT RECREATION REPORT
Newport Recreation has celebrated another extremely busy successful year. The
department continues to see a huge turnout from area resident children and saw an
increase in nonresident registrations as well.
We continue to have a great group of parents, recreation board members, and vol
unteers who allow programs to be successful. Town recreation wouldn’t be possible
without all those people who donate countless hours of their time to make sure our kids
programs thrive. To those people, I am forever grateful!
The RvSU # 19 school system continues to allow our programs to use their facilities,
and without their partnership, our programs would suffer tremendously.
The Newport Recreation center building has also recently been rehabbed and is
now available for use and rentals. Hopefully, in the future, this building can be open at
regular intervals for public use.
We have enjoyed working with all of your kids this year and please know that there
are always volunteer opportunities for anyone that would like to be a part of the New
port athletic programs.
Respectfully Submitted,
Josh Grant Recreation Director
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Report of the Newport Cultural Center
The Newport Public Library was founded in 1899 and was located on Water Street
inside the Town Office. Members paid a dollar each, which was used to purchase books for
the library. Back in 1899, 1 dollar was the equivalent of 28 dollars now and the average
person’s income was only around $432 dollars per year. This shows how important the
people of Newport felt it was to have a library available to them. Many years later in 1955
the townspeople raised the money to create a free standing library which helped house a
growing collection of books and provided a place where people could go to get the latest
information and entertainment. In 2006 the people of Newport once again got together and
began raising the money to create a bigger and better institution. Combining the Public
Library with the Newport Historical Society and in turn making something that would greater
serve the people of Newport. We opened our doors in April of 2009 with more books,
movies, computers, and museum space than ever before.
When I look back at 2016 and see all that we accomplished last year I feel that we are
truly committed to keeping the NCC as a place of learning, fun, education, safety and a
monument to all things Newport.
In the past year we have gained 166 new patrons, several of these patrons have contrib
uted 26 new books to the collection and our librarians have purchased an additional 600
new books for you to read. In addition, we also provide free DVD rentals and acquired
approximately 100 new movies this year. We also make available e-books for rent and
checked out 382 e-books this year. The Library is involved with interlibrary loan system
which means if we don’t have it, we can get it. Over 2071 books were requested by our
patrons and we also lent out 941 books to other libraries.
This past year we have held numerous family friendly events such as Easter Egg Hunts,
Fall Festivals, Animal Shows, Mother/Daughter makeovers, how to tie flies and how to lye
dye socks. We even held our first ever Halloween Haunted House. December started out in
unusual fashion when our Santa Claus was late to the Newport Tree Lighting due to assist
ing our volunteer firefighters with putting out a fire.
In addition to events for kids we also held many adult related activities such as Paint &
Sip Parties, a visit from the Staff of Sen. Angus King, a financial planning seminar and
seminar on how to avoid scams and frauds. We are also proud to feature several visits from
local Maine authors such as Maureen Milliken, John Ford, Kendell Morse and Ardeana
Hamlin. For our seniors we became the newest site for the successful Bone Builders Exer
cise Program. This program has had nationwide success in helping those 65 and older in
building up strength and flexibility to keep them living longer and more active lives.
The Newport Cultural Center is also involved in many community groups who chose
to meet here. The Valley Arts Alliance, Garden Club and Friends of the Library are all
involved in keeping the NCC looking good.
We were fortunate to receive several awards and grants this year. We received the 2016
Building our Community award from the Maine Masonic Charitable Foundation, the Bangor
Savings “Community Matters More” award and a grant from the Stephen & Tabitha King
Foundation. We were also chosen as a location to house the Summit Project stones which
honor our fallen veterans.
Our museum has created several new displays featuring our great collection of signifi
cant items from Newport’s past and this year our museum collection grew by 105 new items
all donated by members of the community past and present.
We look forward to the coming year and the new opportunities that it will bring. See
you soon.
Respectfully Submitted,
Becky Steinnes
NCC Executive Director
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NEWPORT WATER DISTRICT
ANNUAL REPORT FOR 2016
In 2016, the Newport Water District was quite busy. There was work done in all
facets of our operation. Some of the work was to update out of date equipment, some
was to support the efforts of the Town of Newport and the Maine Department of
Transportation with road maintenance, and there was our own regular day to day
items that made 2016 move by us very quick.
Up at the pond we saw everything from car accidents near tributary streams to
wildlife activity that generated concerns, to drought conditions later in the year. These
occurrences shed even more light on just how vulnerable our source water is and the
need to protect it. Nature itself created issues and removed issues for our operators
this year. Between beavers plugging culvert and the lack of precipitation our raw
water quality was very good, but quantity suffered. We never got to a level that would
have caused alarm, but we were continuously monitoring pond levels to prevent any
loss of service. The drought also gave Newport Water District a chance to help nu
merous neighbors. At one point in late summer we were maintaining regular service
to our customers and supplying bulk water transfer to three cow farms and the Charles
ton Correctional Facility. We were more than happy to help out where we could.
The lack of rainfall prevented runoff that moves into Nokomis Pond from Mud
Pond which took away some of the raw water quality issues we work on at the treat
ment plant. The lack of incoming organics allowed our MIEX pre-treatment unit to
work less hard. This saved on treatment cost; those savings were turned around and
put into pumping raw water into the plant. When the level of Nokomis Pond drops to
a certain level we have to switch from a gravity feed into to a suction lift arrangement
to get raw water into the plant. This causes our raw water pump to work harder to get
water into the treatment process. Sometimes you have to give to get.
The treatment process continues to turn out great quality drinking water. With the
pre-treatment process removing on average 75% of incoming dissolved organics and
the slow sand removing the solids, we continue to meet regulations at the plant. Our
corrosion control program that primarily prevents the leaching of lead and copper
into the water is working wonderfully. The distribution system is showing signs that it
is completely coated with the corrosion inhibitor that we add at the plant. For example
you may notice a black stringy substance in a sink aerator screen, or even a residual in
a toilet bowl. This may seem unsightly but it is part of a necessary treatment to pre
vent Newport from having the same issues as some other communities.
In our continuing effort to sustain Nokomis Pond as our source, I must pass along
the fact that Newport Water District Property on the Williams Road is posted “No
Trespassing”. This includes the old pump house site, the gated entrance to the exist
ing treatment plant and a large portion of the field in between Nokomis High School
and the plant. Please respect this effort and if you have any questions regarding this
matter please feel free to contact our office during regular business hours (tel. num.
368-4314).
With our meter upgrade project in full swing we have been able to accomplish a
host of really great things. While swapping out meters we have been able to make
sure that each building isolation valves out at the curb are in working order, and if
they are not, we have made the necessary repairs. We have also been able to work
with property owners to bring water service entrances up to standards, inside isola
tion valves and backflow prevention for example. These are important items to assure
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the safety of the water system. During the two different paving projects that took
place in Newport last summer, we were able to make sure that over fifty valve struc
tures were evaluated, repaired if needed, and finish paving work left the structure in
good useable condition. Both projects went exceptionally well do to efforts from all
parties involved.
As a spin off project from all the distribution work we completed in 2016, we
needed to do some record keeping updates back at the office. Each and every property
service drawing was updated if needed, with old and new information. Our old ser
vice card information was applied to our current files for history purposes and the old
cards digitized for preservation purposes. This was a great and huge undertaking span
ning four months and working on each of the 650 plus service drawings the Newport
Water District has. This same effort has been exerted towards the street valves and the
distribution piping all in an effort to maintain good serviceability to our customers.
As we look forward into 2017 we plan on making more system improvements
and continuing maintenance efforts on improvements that have already been made.
On behalf of The Newport Water District I say Thank You to our communities served
and we expect to continue our service with a high level of respect and diligence.
Respectfully Submitted,
Aaron "AJ" Newhall. Superintendent
Newport Water District

Newport Board of Appeals
Another year has come to an end and a very cold ending at that. Almost 30 below
a couple of nights in late December.
The Appeals Board had one meeting in 2016, and its unknown at least at this time
if there will be one sometime during the year 2017. There should be at least one,
which will cover an update, to cover the legalities, procedures, those necessary, and
all duties required as prescribed by the State of Maine. This meeting will be sched
uled so that all members may attend and go over the current agenda.
It is very reassuring to see all Boards, Committees, and the general Public are
following the rules and regulations set forth by Newport’ Comprehensive Plan, the
Land Ordinances, and other Rules and Regulations required by law. It is gratifying to
know these Rules and Regulations are adhered to and are meant to make life more
comfortable and enjoyable for residents of the Town of Newport.
Please remember if there are questions regarding the appeals process, say, if an
application and/or request for a variance or abatement are refused, feel free to contact
one of the Board Members, the Code Enforcement Officer or the Town Manager for
assistance.
We will continue to do our best to stay on top of all changes and challenges
regarding the Board of Appeals, Rules and Regulations. The actions that the Board of
Appeals takes are not freelance actions; we are bound by vary specific rules and pro
cedures mandated by the State of Maine.
Remember we are here to serve all citizens of the Town of Newport.
Respectfully Submitted,
Richard H. Peck,
Chair, Board of Appeals
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NEWPORT SANITARY DISTRICT
ANNUAL REPORT
During 2016 the District was able to secure funding from the United States
Rural Development and the Department of Environmental Protection for the up
grade of the treatment facility. The project cost 2.5 million dollars. The funding of
the project is a grant/loan package. The total grant is 1.1 million dollars where as
the users of the Sanitary District do not have to pay back. The 1.4 million dollars is
a loan from the USDA and the D.E.P. The USDA loan will be paid back over 40
years, the D.E.P. loan will be paid back 25 years.
Last April the District had a rate increase to the cover the cost of paying the
loan back. The timing of this project was most beneficial to the users of the District
as free money is becoming very limited and becoming less available. This project is
going to be a huge undertaking and may take up to two years to complete.
The upgrade includes removing the sludge, replacing the liners in the three
lagoons, along with a new aeration system. Other process equipment will also be
upgraded.
Approximately 83 million gallons of sewage and non-polluted water was pro
cessed and treated at the wastewater treatment facility. The ongoing sludge removal
program at the District is working very well. The District staff removed 11 tons of
sludge from #1 lagoon. In October of 2016 Alan Deering left work unexpectedly
due to medical reasons. Alan worked for the Sanitary District for thirty years. Alan
was very dedicated to his job and performed his duties in a very caring way. Alan
will be missed.
The Districts extends many thanks to the Public Works Department, The Water
District and the Newport Town Office for their support and assistance on various
projects throughout the year.
In closing the District acknowledges the fine work and dedication of its em
ployees.
Respectfully Submitted,
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Rick Jacques, Chairman
Vern Palmer, Vice-Chairman
Dennis Dow, Treasurer
Mike Jones, Clerk
Dana Hartford, Trustee
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REGIONAL SCHOOL UNIT 19
Corinna
Dixmont Etna
Hartland
Newport
Palmyra Plymouth St. Albans
PO Box 40 (182 Moosehead Trail)
Newport, ME 04953-0040

Telephone (207) 368-5091
Fax
(207) 368-2192

Mr. Michael Hammer, Superintendent of Schools
mhammer@rsu 19.org
Citizens ofR SU 19,
It is my honor to be the Superintendent of Schools for your town. I work very
hard on your behalf to provide a high quality education for your students while
taking into consideration the tax implications of our budget.
I am excited by the opportunity for a new school building which will give us
a state of the art facility at the same time reducing our outlay of capital improve
ment dollars. This project is a large part of a long term financial stability plan.
With only four buildings to take care of in the future, we should be in a better
place to manage capital improvement in other areas. We will also be making the
educational programming for our students more consistent with all the middle
school students attending in the same building. The same can be said for our
elementary schools.
It is always a challenge to put a budget together as we have many needs and
fewer and fewer resources, but you can be assured that I am watching how and
for what your tax dollars are being spent. Regaining the respect and integrity of
the Superintendent’s position is one of my top priorities. Other priorities are
marketing the district, working with community/business leaders to bring eco
nomic development to the area through high quality educational programming,
and getting as many students as possible back into our schools.
Please reach out to my office if there is anything we can do for you or stop
by to introduce yourself.
Yours in education,
Mike Hammer
Superintendent of Schools, RSU 19
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Newport Trail Committee
As we start another snowmobiling season we would like to remind everyone we
are riding on the property of private landowners, so please remember to stay on marked
trails, slow down, keep right and stay in control.
This fall a lot of maintenance work has been completed on several of the trails.
Two bridges on the south loop trail were repaired and the wood decking replaced.
Most of the trails were bush hogged and the brush was cut back.
As I’m sitting here writing this report, the early December snow and cold weather
got our grooming program off to a good start. The rail bed and the local trails here in
town, were open by the first of the new year. We are dealing with some trails in the
woods that are not frozen, even after packing them down with the groomer. With the
recent rain and warm weather there are still some open water holes, so please be
cautious. While riding be aware of all trail conditions as well as your surroundings,
especially on the ice. The water levels of the lake are lower than normal again this
year, making for extremely unsafe ice conditions.
The Sebasticook Valley Snowmobile Club has a Facebook page which is con
stantly being updated. If you want to see the latest on all our trail conditions or any
events we may be having, like us on Facebook. If Facebook isn’t for you, please feel
free to contact any of our committee members with questions or concerns. Remember
to become active in the sport and become part of this 14,000-mile statewide snowmo
bile system and join a snowmobile club. As always, thank you to our supporting
businesses.
Respectively Submitted
Scott T. Jakins
Members:
Richard Parlee (Chair)
Gary Braley

Wesley “Gene” Braley
Charles Stevens

Scott Jakins

NEWPORT AREA SENIOR CITIZENS REPORT
Another great year for Newport area Seniors. All area seniors are welcome to
attend our monthly meetings held at the Newport American Legion. This year our
meetings started at 10:30 A.M, March through December. January and February we
met at T1:00 A.M at China Way for lunch.
Again this year we donated to the Newport Food Bank, Pine Tree Camp and the
American Legion. Speakers were Linda Lizotte from Eastern Agency on Aging,
Terrance Smith both singer and magician and Burleigh Raven a talented singer and
accordion player.
Other events include visiting Pittsfield area Seniors in February. In August Pittsfield
area Seniors joined the Newport area Seniors for a picnic with entertainment on the
Legion grounds. Bus trips to Moose Point State Park, Youngs Lobster Pound in Belfast,
Grays Animal Farm in Gray and to Bangor for a shopping trip and lunch.
Thanks to all the volunteers, kitchen committee, entertainment committee, trip
committee as well as officers and members. Thank you to the Town of Newport for
the use of the bus.
Our mission statement is to better the lives of seniors and supporting local events.
New officers will be appointed in March 2017.
Respectfully Submitted,
Dee Terrio, Secretary
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2017 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT
TOWN OF NEWPORT
GREETINGS: In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify
and warn the inhabitants of the Town of Newport, in said County of Penobscot quali
fied by law to vote in town affairs, to meet at the Newport Public Safety Building,
located at 21 Water St. Newport, Maine, on Friday, the 10th of March, 2017 at eight
o ’clock in the forenoon then and there to act on Articles 1 and 2. You are also re
quired to notify and warn the voters to meet at the Newport Recreation Center, in
said Town of Newport, located at 81 North Street, at ten o ’clock in the forenoon on
Saturday the 11th of March, 2017, then and there to act on Articles three (3) through
(51), said articles being set out below:
The polls for voting on Articles 1 and 2 will be open at eight o’clock, March 10th,
2017 in the forenoon and will close at eight o ’clock in the afternoon at the Newport
Public Safety Building. The remaining business to be transacted under the Warrant
will be taken up on the 11th day of March at ten o ’clock in the forenoon at the
Newport Recreation Center.
The Registrar of Voters hereby gives notice of being in session at the Newport Town
Office located at 23 Water St. at nine o’clock in the forenoon on March 10th for the
purpose of registering voters and correcting the list of voters. The Registrar of Voters
will also be available from ten o’clock on March 11th, 2017 until the polls close at
the Newport Recreation Center located at 81 North Street for the purpose of register
ing voters and correcting the list of voters.
ARTICLE 1
To choose a Moderator to preside at said meeting.
ARTICLE 2
To choose by Australian Ballot, according to the provisions of 30-A MRSA, Section
2528:
Selectboard Member & Overseer of the Poor
Newport Water District Trustee
Newport Sanitary District Trustee
Director of RSU #19

(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)

Three-year terms
Five-year term
Three-year terms
Three-year term

ARTICLE 3
To see if the Town of Newport will vote to authorize an increase in the property tax
levy limit, established for the Town of Newport by State law in the event that the
municipal budget approved under the following articles will result in a tax commit
ment that is greater than that property tax levy limit.
Selectboard recom mends:
Budget Com m ittee recom m ends:

Passage
Passage
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ARTICLE 4
To see w hat sum the Town o f Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
SELEC TB O A R D account. (2016 Budget $13,265)

$ 12,576.00
$12,576.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 5
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
ADMINISTRATION account. (2016 Budget $292,901)
$284,666.00
$284,666.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 6
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the BAD
DEBTS account. (2016 Budget $300)
$ 300.00
$300.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 7
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES account (2016 Budget $64,121)
$ 70,608.00
$ 70,608.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 8
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
PLANNING BOARD account. (2016 Budget $2,974)
$ 2,860.00
$ 2,860.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 9
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
ELECTIONS account. (2016 Budget $8,449)
$ 7,609.00
$ 7,609.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 10
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
BOARD OF APPEALS account. (2016 Budget $924)
Selectboard recom m ends:
Budget Com m ittee recom m ends:

$ 523.00
$ 523.00
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ARTICLE 11
To see w hat sum the Town o f Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
CO D E EN FO R C EM EN T account. (2016 Budget $21,349)

$21,527.00
$21,527.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 12
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY account. (2016 Budget $33,695)
Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

$ 29,960.00
$ 29,960.00

ARTICLE 13
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
POLICE DEPARTMENT account. (2016 Budget $550,503)
Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

$512,514.00
$512,514.00

ARTICLE 14
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the FIRE
DEPARTMENT account. (2016 Budget $205,208)
$214,342.00
$214,342.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 15
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
ANIMAL CONTROL account. (2016 Budget $10,367)
$10,701.00
$ 10,701.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 16
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
STREET LIGHT account. (2016 Budget $46,034)
$ 44,927.00
$ 44,927.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 17
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
MUNICIPAL INSURANCE account. (2016 Budget $64,948)
Selectboard recom m ends:
Budget Com m ittee recom m ends:

$ 68,470.00
$ 68,470.00
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ARTICLE 18
To see what sum the Town o f N ew port will vote to raise and appropriate for the
PU B LIC FIRE SERVICE C H A RG E account. (2016 Budget $252,000)

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

$252,000.00
$252,000.00

ARTICLE 19
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
PUBLIC WORKS account. (2016 Budget $375,052)
$330,093.00
$330,093.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 20
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
CEMETERIES account. (2016 Budget $22,398)
$33,418.00
$33,418.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 21
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
TREES & PARKS account. (2016 Budget $10,700)
$ 15,700.00
$ 15,700.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 22
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
NORTH STREET DAM account. (2016 Budget $1,000)

$0.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

$ 0.00

ARTICLE 23
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
ROAD CONSTRUCTION account. (2016 Budget $300,000)
Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

$350,000.00
$350,000.00

ARTICLE 24
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
SOLID WASTE & RECYCLING account. (2016 Budget $318,609)
Selectboard recom mends:
Budget Com m ittee recom m ends:

$326,964.00
$326,964.00
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ARTICLE 25
To see w hat sum the Town o f N ew port will vote to raise and appropriate for the
M U NICIPA L BUILDING S & G RO U N D S account. (2016 Budget $59,160)

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

$ 65,751.00
$ 65,751.00

ARTICLE 26
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
GENERAL ASSISTANCE account. (2016 Budget $ 12,873)
$ 11,264.00
$ 11,264.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 27
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
SUPPORT AGENCIES account. (2016 Budget $10,150)
$ 9,450.00
$ 9,450.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 28
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
RECREATION account. (2016 Budget $25,132)
$ 48,370.00
$ 48,370.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 29
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
MEMORIAL DAY ACTIVITIES account. (2016 Budget $500)
$500.00
$500.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 30
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
DEBT SERVICE account. (2016 Budget $190,287)
Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

$187,183.00
$ 187,183.00

ARTICLE 31
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to raise and appropriate for the
CULTURAL CENTER account. (2016 Budget $136,968)
$136,773.00
$136,773.00

Selectboard recom m ends:
Budget Com m ittee recom m ends:
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ARTICLE 32
To see what sum the Town of Newport will vote to appropriate from estimated Rev
enues, State Revenue Sharing, and Undesignated General Fund Balance (Surplus) to
reduce the Municipal taxes to be raised. (2016 amount utilized: $1,098,044)
Selectboard recommends: $1,100,000 (in estimated revenues including an amount
not to exceed $100,000 of the Undesignated Fund Balance.)
Budget Committee recommends: $1,100,000 (in estimated revenues including
an amount not to exceed $100,000 of the Undesignated Fund Balance.)
ARTICLE 33
To see if the Town of Newport will vote to determine when Real Estate and Personal
Property taxes shall be due and payable, and to see if the Town will fix a rate of
interest to be charged on taxes unpaid after a specified date. (2016 rate: 7%, due Nov
18th)
Selectboard recommends: That taxes for the year 2017 shall become due and
payable upon receipt of the tax bill and that interest of (7%) per year be charged
on all taxes unpaid by the close of business on November 17, 2017.
Budget Committee recommends: That taxes for the year 2017 shall become due
and payable upon receipt of the tax bill and that interest of (7%) per year be
charged on all taxes unpaid by the close of business on November 17, 2017.
ARTICLE 34
To see if the voters of the Town of Newport will direct the Treasurer to deposit funds
received from the sale of Transfer Station Permits into the Solid Waste Equipment
Revenue Account.
Passage
Passage

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 35
To see if the Town of Newport will authorize the Selectboard to expend funds from
the following Special Revenue Accounts for their intended funding purposes:

#3060
#3122

Police Academy Training
Unemployment Insurance
SBA Towers-PWD Capital Equipment

$29,726.78
$42,634.22
$6,108.44

#3128
#3036

Sebasticook River Restoration
Cook Cemetery Trust

$ 6,993.57
$22,826.12

#3037
#3035
#5955

Floral Tribute
Hall Cemetery Trust
Annual Celebration Account

#3070
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$ 442.25
$ 5,799.69
$ 3,959.85

#6000

Fire Department Capital Equipment

#3090

Industrial Park

#5957

Cemetery Acquisition & Restoration

#6012

Solid Waste Equipment

$8,714.96

#6013

Police Investigation & Education

$ 1,145.79

#7910

Fire Department Activity

$4,052.11

#7912

Sebasticook Lake Restoration

$ 13,066.47

#7913

Newport Recreation Account

$20,817.64

#7915

Police Department Capital Equipment

$ 7,632.68

#7916

Infrastructure Repair

$3,599.34

#7918

Veteran Memorial Park

$2,378.91

#7919

Cemetery Maintenance

$ 10,045.46

#7922

Fuel Revenue Account

$11,046.48

#7923

Cemetery Investment

$236,123.84

#7924

T.I.F Revenue

$47,288.96

#7925

Public Safety Building Fund

$96,798.39

#7926

Transfer Station Construction

$115,000.00

#3117

Traffic Light Maintenance

$137,747.62
$4,252.00

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

$ 16,477.35

$1,294.63
Passage
Passage

ARTICLE 36
To see if the Town of Newport will vote to direct the Treasurer to deposit all funds
received from recreational activities into the Newport Recreation Revenue Account.
Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

Passage
Passage

ARTICLE 37
To see if the Town of Newport will vote to appropriate for the Newport Snowmobile
Trails Committee Account, all funds received from snowmobile registration fees from
the State of Maine, for the purpose of maintaining snowmobile trails for public use,
(2016 receipts $1,410.06).
Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

Passage
Passage
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ARTICLE 38
To see if the Town of Newport will vote to appropriate for the Sebasticook Lake
Association, $1800 from boat excise tax, for the purpose of lake restoration and
maintenance. (The remaining funds of $2,780.80 transferred to the Sebasticook
Lake Restoration and Construction Revenue Account)
Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

Passage
Passage

ARTICLE 39
To see if the Town of Newport will vote to direct the Treasurer to place all remaining
excise tax revenue from the registration of boats, after the Lake Association stipend,
into the Sebasticook Lake Restoration and Construction Revenue Account.
Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

Passage
Passage

ARTICLE 40
To see if the Town of Newport will vote to direct the Treasurer to transfer the sum of
$3,000 from the Municipal Insurance account, into the Unemployment Insurance
Reserve Account.
Non-Passage
Passage

Selectboard recommends:
Budget Committee recommends:

ARTICLE 41
To see if the Town of Newport will direct the Tax Collector to accept prepayment of
Real Estate and Personal Property taxes and to pay no interest on said prepayments.
Selectboard recommends:

Passage

ARTICLE 42
To see if the Town of Newport will vote to authorize the Selectboard to dispose of
town-owned personal property as well as abandoned and unclaimed or surplus prop
erty acquired by the Town, on such terms as they deem advisable.
Selectboard recommends:

Passage

ARTICLE 43
To see if the Town of Newport will vote to authorize the Selectboard, on behalf of the
Town, to sell and dispose of, by sealed bid only, any real estate acquired by the Town
for non-payment of taxes thereon, on such terms as they may deem advisable, and to
execute a quit claim deed for such real estate. Before putting the real estate out to bid,
the Selectboard shall direct the Treasurer to offer to sell the real estate back to the
immediate prior owner of record, his/her estate, heirs or assigns on or before a date
certain, for the total taxes, cost, and interest owed.
Selectboard recommends:

Passage
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ARTICLE 44
To see if the Town of Newport will vote to accept funds received from the sale of
cemetery lots to be used for perpetual care and maintenance of all cemeteries within
the Town of Newport.
Selectboard recommends:

Passage

ARTICLE 45
To see if the Town of Newport will vote to accept funds from the State of Maine, the
United States, and from other identified sources and to appropriate any funds re
ceived to specified or appropriate accounts or funds.
Selectboard recommends:

Passage

ARTICLE 46
To see if the Town of Newport will vote to ratify the Selectboard’s transfer of funds
between operating accounts approved in this warrant, based upon changes and the
anticipated needs of the Town, provided the total expenditure of all accounts does
not exceed the projected need to balance all accounts within the approved budget.
All such transfers shall be so identified at the next annual Town Meeting.
2016 Total over expenditures: None
Selectboard recommends:

Passage

ARTICLE 47
To see if the Town of Newport will vote to amend the Town of Newport Land Use
Ordinance, adopted March 12th, 2011, Section V Land Use Ordinances, Section B
Dimensional Requirements, Minimum lot size per Dwelling be reduced in the MR1
Mixed Residential District 20,000 Sq Ft. to 4,000 Sq. Ft.
Planning Board Recommends:

Passage

ARTICLE 48
To see if the Town of Newport will vote to amend the Town of Newport Shoreland
Zoning Ordinance, adopted March 7,1992, and amended March 13, 2010. Section 12
Paragraph C entitled Non-conforming Structures through Paragraph C,3 entitled
Reconstruction or Replacement to be replaced with a revised Non-conforming Struc
tures language, C-l through C-3-B. Note: Due to the length of this document cop
ies of the Shoreland Zoning Ordinance Amendment, will be available at the
Town Office for viewing and posted with this warrant.
Planning Board recommends:
Selectboard recommends:

Passage
Passage
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ARTICLE 49
To see if the Town of Newport will vote to transfer from the 2016 fund balance of the
Town of Newport an amount not to exceed $75,000. These funds will be utilized for
the reconstruction of the Newport Transfer Station on an as need basis only. Any
remaining funds will revert to the fund balance.
Note: At the 2016 Town Meeting $115,000 was authorized and transferred. This
original sum will not meet the anticipated need for the entire project.
Passage
Passage

Selectboard Recommends:
Budget Committee Recommends:

ARTICLE 50
To see if the Town of Newport will vote to enact an ordinance which prohibits retail
Marijuana Establishments and Retail Marijuana Social Clubs as defined in 7 MRSA
& 2442.
Authority
This ordinance is enacted pursuant to the Marijuana Legalization Act, 7 M.R.S.A. c.
417; and Municipal Home Rule Authority, Me. Const., art. VIII, Pt. 2: and 30-A
M.R.S.A. & 3001.
Section 2. Definitions. For purposes of this ordinance, retail marijuana establish
ments, including retail marijuana stores, retail marijuana cultivation facilities, retail
marijuana products manufacturing facilities and retail marijuana testing facilities,
and retail marijuana social clubs are defined as set forth in 7 M.R.S.A. & 2442.
Section 3. Prohibition on Retail Marijuana Establishments and Retail Marijuana So
cial Clubs.
Retail marijuana establishments, including retail marijuana stores, retail marijuana
cultivation facilities, retail marijuana products manufacturing facilities, and retail
marijuana testing facilities, and retail marijuana social clubs, are expressly prohib
ited in this municipality.
No person or organization shall develop or operate a business that engages in retail
or wholesale sales of a retail marijuana product as defined by 7 M.R.S.A. & 2442.
Nothing in this ordinance is intended to prohibit any lawful use, possession or con
duct pursuant to the Maine Medical Use of Marijuana Act, 22 M.R.S.A. c. 558-C.
Section 4. Effective Date; duration
This ordinance shall take effect immediately upon enactment by the municipal legis
lative body unless otherwise provided and shall remain in effect until it is amended
or repealed.
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Section 5. Penalties
This ordinance shall be enforced by the municipal officers or their designee. Viola
tions of this ordinance shall be subject to the enforcement and penalty provisions of
30-A M.R.S.A. & 4452.
Selectboard recommends:

Passage

ARTICLE 51
Shall the Town designate the Municipal Development and Tax Increment Financing
District and adopt the related Second Omnibus Development Program presented to
Town Meeting, such designation and adoption to be pursuant to the following terms
and provisions?
WHEREAS, the Town of Newport is authorized pursuant to Chapter 206 of
Title 30-A of the Maine Revised Statutes, as amended, to designate tax incre
ment financing districts and to adopt development programs with respect thereto;
and
WHEREAS, there is a need to encourage the expansion, improvement and
attraction of commercial, manufacturing and industrial businesses in the Town,
and to provide continuing employment opportunities for the citizens of the Town
and the surrounding region, to improve and broaden the tax base of the Town,
and to improve the general economy and general business development climate
of the Town, the surrounding region and the State of Maine; and
WHEREAS, designating the proposed Municipal Development and Tax In
crement District (the “TIF District”) and adopting and implementing the pro
posed Second Omnibus Development Program will help to create new employ
ment opportunities for the citizens of the Town and the surrounding region and
will help the Town to continue the pursuit of business development in the Town
and the region; and
WHEREAS, the Selectboard held a public hearing on the proposed District
and Second Omnibus Development Program in accordance with the require
ments of 30-A M.R.S.A. §5226, upon at least ten (10) days prior notice pub
lished in a newspaper of general circulation within the Town; and
WHEREAS, it is expected that approval will be obtained from the Com
missioner of the Maine Department of Economic and Community Development
(the “Department”), approving the designation of the TIF District and the adop
tion of the Second Omnibus Development Program;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT VOTED BY THE TOWN OF NEWPORT
TOWN MEETING:
Section 1. The Town hereby finds and determines that:
(a) At least twenty-five percent (25%) of the real property within the TIF Dis
trict is suitable for commercial sites as defined in 30-A M.R.S.A. §5223(3); and
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(b) The total area of the TIF District does not exceed two percent (2%) of the
total acreage of the Town, and the total area of all development district within the
Town (including the TIF District) does not exceed five percent (5%) of the total
acreage of the Town; and
(c) Subject to the exclusions permitted under 30-A MRSA §5223(3), the origi
nal assessed value of the TIF District plus the original assessed value of all other
tax increment financing district in the Town does not exceed five percent (5%)
of the total value of taxable property within the Town as of April 1,2016; and
(d) Designation of the TIF District and implementation of the Second Omnibus
Development Program will generate substantial economic benefits for the Town
and its residents, including employment opportunities, broadened and improved
tax base and economic stimulus, and therefore constitute a good and valid public
purpose and will contribute to the economic growth or well-being of the inhabit
ants of the Town or to the betterment of the health, welfare or safety of the
inhabitants of the Town; and
(e) The Town Meeting has considered all evidence presented to it with regard to
any adverse economic effect on or detriment to any existing business and has
found and determined that designation of the TIF District and implementation of
the Second Omnibus Development Program will not result in a substantial detri
ment to any existing business in the Town, and any adverse economic effect of
the proposed Second Omnibus Development Program on any existing business
in the Town is outweighed by the contributions expected to be made by the TIF
District and the projects and improvements described in the Second Omnibus
Development Program to the economic growth or well-being of the Town or to
the betterment of the health, welfare or safety of the inhabitants of the Town.
Section 2. Pursuant to Chapter 206 of Title 30-A of the Maine Revised Statutes,
as amended, and to promote completion of the projects and improvements de
scribed therein, the voters of the Town at Town Meeting hereby designate the
Municipal Development and Tax Increment District and adopt the related Sec
ond Omnibus Development Program presented to Town Meeting and such Sec
ond Omnibus Development Program is hereby incorporated by reference into
this vote as the Second Omnibus Development Program for the TIF District.
Section 3. Pursuant to the provisions of 30-A M.R.S.A. §5227, the percentage of
the increased assessed value to be retained as captured assessed value in the TIF
District is hereby established as set forth in the Second Omnibus Development
Program.
Section 4. The Town Manager be, and hereby is, authorized, empowered and
directed to submit the designation of the TIF District and adoption of the Second
Omnibus Development Program to Commissioner of the Department of Eco
nomic and Community Development (DECD) for review and approval, pursu
ant to the requirements of 30-A M.R.S.A. §5226(2).
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Section 5. The Town Manager be and hereby is authorized and empowered, at
his discretion, from time to time, to make such revisions to the Second Omnibus
Development Program or to the scope, cost or description of the Municipal TIF
Projects to be financed with the portion of tax increment revenues generated by
the TIF District and retained by the Town as described in the Second Omnibus
Development Program, as the Town Manager deems reasonably necessary or
convenient, in order to facilitate the process for review and approval of the TIF
District or the Second Omnibus Development Program by the Commissioner of
DECD, or for any other reason so long as such revisions are not inconsistent
with this Article or the basic structure and intent of the Second Omnibus Devel
opment Program.
Section 6. The foregoing designation of the TIF District and adoption of the
Second Omnibus Development Program shall automatically become final and
shall take full force and effect upon receipt by the Town of approval of the des
ignation of the TIF District and adoption of the Second Omnibus Development
Program by the Commissioner of DECD, without requirement of any further
action by the Town, the Town Meeting, the Selectboard, or any other party.
Section 7. The Selectboard, in its sole discretion, be and hereby is authorized
and empowered to approve one or more credit enhancement agreements or loan
or grant agreements as contemplated by the Second Omnibus Development Pro
gram, in the name of and on behalf of the Town, such agreements to be in such
form and to contain such terms and provisions, not inconsistent with the Second
Omnibus Development Program, as the Selectboard may approve.
Selectboard Recommend:

Passage

G iv e n u n to o u r h a n d s th is 1st day o f F eb ru ary 2017

A T ru e C q p y q f th e T o w n M e e tin g W arran t:

H a n n a h T u rg e o n , T o w n C lerk o f N e w p o rt
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VALUATION AND ASSESSMENT
OF THE TOWN OF NEWPORT
LAND
91,116,700.
BUILDINGS
150,160,000.
TOTAL TAXABLE REAL ESTATE
TOTAL TAXABLE PERSONAL PROPERTY
GRAND TOTAL
EXEMPTIONS
FEDERAL AND STATE
TOWN OF NEWPORT
NEWPORT WATER DISTRICT
CHARITABLE AND BENEVOLENT
LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC (SCHOOLS)
VETERANS ORGANIZATIONS
HOUSES OF WORSHIP
PARSONAGES
FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS
VETERANS AND WIDOWS
BLIND
PRIVATE AIRFIELDS
POLLUTION CONTROL FACILITES
TAX ACQUIRED PROPERTY
HOMESTEAD EXEMPTIONS
TOTAL
TAX COMMITMENT REQUIREMENTS
COUNTY TAX
337,723.00
MUNICIPAL APPROPRIATION
3,029,867.00
38,867.90
TIF
EDUCATION APPROPRIATION
2,617,064.20
104,432.05
OVERLAY
6,127,954.15
TOTAL
ALLOWABLE DEDUCTION
159.004.00
STATE REVENUE SHARING
HOMESTEAD REIMBURSEMENT
105,196.50
939,040.00
OTHER REVENUES
33,077.37
BETE REIMBURSEMENT
TOTAL DEDUCTION
1,236,317.87
AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY PROPERTY TAXATION
252,146,200. X .019400 = 4,891,636.28
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,
JACKI ROBBINS C.M.A., NEWPORT ASSESSOR
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241,276,700.
10,869,500.
252,146,200.
163,500.
1.363.400.
2,505,000.
373.000.
7.428.400.
233,200.
2,283,500.
0
269,700.
656.000.
4,000.
5,500.
59,400.
10,454,100.
25,798,700.

Town of Newport
2016 Real Estate Unpaid Taxes As of 12/30/2016
500 PINE REALTY LLC
ALLARD,ELIZABETH A
ALLEN,JOSEPH S & SANDRA J JT
ALLEY,JEFFREY & RACHEL JT
ANDREWS,ALTON W
ANDREWS,GERTRUDE A
ATKINS, TIMOTHY J
BABINE, JEANETTE
BABINE, JEANETTE
BADEEN,STEVEN J & MARY A JT
BAKER, ROGER A
BANK OF AMERICA NA
BANTON,RICHARD L
BARROWS,LORI
BEAUREGARD,ROLAND P
BEAUREGARD,ROLAND P
BEAUREGARD,ROLAND P
BECKER,BILLIE JO
BECKER,DONNA
BEMIS,TREVOR M
BEMIS,TREVOR M
BICKFORD,JEFFREY A & TERESA L JT
BLAIR, GAETANE T
BLAIR,GARRET R
BOWMAN,RICHARD E & SUSAN M
BREWER,NANCY JO
BREWER,TRAVIS M & TABITHA L JT
BREWER,WADE & JENNIFER JT
BROCKWAY,SANDRA A
BROOKS,JAMES N & JEAN MARIE
BROWN, ROYCE W
BROWN,WILLIAM W & JULIE A JT (1/2 INT)
BUNTING, RUSSELL
BUOTTE,DAVID M
BURKE.DUSTIN M SR
BURKE,DUSTIN M SR
BURRELL,BRIAN A
BURRELL,BRIAN A
BUZANOWSKI,EDWARD H
BUZANOWSKI,EDWARD H
BUZANOWSKI,EDWARD H
BUZANOWSKI,EDWARD H
BUZANOWSKI,IAN G
BUZZELL,NINA
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1.394.86
2,056.40
1,083.61
77.60
351.14
1,660.64
952.54
1,569.46
723.62
3,955.10
598.22
1,687.75
17.46
2,702.42
907.92
882.70
1,070.88
993.80
556.78
170.72
1.879.86
3,583.18
2.298.90
849.72
376.52
1.251.30
2,174.74
85.36
74.14
4.452.30
471.42
13.94
2,681.08
1,552.00
450.08
122.22
2,207.72
539.32
1.412.32
1,092.22
3,078.78
3.431.86
4.238.90
690.64

CARLSON GOODROW,CHRISTINA
CARSON,AM Y & CORY A JT
CARSON,VANESSA B
CHANDLER, FRANK
CLARK, KIRK D & MONICA M JT
CLARK,THOMAS W & LAURENE B TC
CLOUTIER, ARM AND A
COGAN, VICTORIA A
COGAN, VICTORIA A
COLB Y,TONYA Y
COLB Y,TONYA Y
COLB Y,TONYA Y
COREY,GERALD R
COREY,JOHN L (TRUSTEE)
COTE,CYNTHIA M
COTE,NORMAND A
CO WAN,BRIAN L II
CO WAN,BRIAN L II
CRUMP. I.
CUMMINGS,GREGORY J & KENT J
CURRIER,CY
CURTIS,WILLIAM
DAVENPORT,EDWIN M III
DDC DEVELOPMENT INC
DELLA PORTA,LOUIS (HEIRS)
DEMMONS,AMANDA L
DENICOLA, DANIEL R
DENICOLA,GLORIA A
DENNEN,JEFFREY (TRUSTEE)
DENNEN JEFFREY R (TRUSTEE)
DENTON,KAREN H
DERKIN, E L - ESTATE
DINSMORE,JONATHAN R
DOAK.VERNON - ESTATE
DONOVAN,SHAWN R
DORITY,JERRY P
DOW,CHRISTOPHER A & DONNA L JT
DOW,CHRISTOPHER E & DONNA L
DO W,DONNA L
DOW,JEFFREY D
DOW,JEFFREY D
DOW,JENNIFER (TRUSTEE)
DOW,PAUL R & SALLY S JT
EARLEY,BRENDA W (1/2 INT) & BROWN, BRUCE (1/4 INT)
EMERSON,MARY S
ERB,RAYMOND - ESTATE
ERICKSON,MARY J
ERICKSON,TRACEY L
EYE MANAGEMENT LLC
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4,199.51
42.96
1,835.24
1,115.50
1,751.82
4,244.72
1,462.76
1,608.26
525.74
3,290.24
259.96
1,220.26
238.62
558.72
1,637.36
1,497.68
1,030.14
118.34
418.25
80.58
54.32
118.34
4,120.56
409.34
434.56
207.58
444.26
746.90
195.94
587.82
318.16
535.44
124.16
61.11
2,506.48
1,034.02
626.28
825.37
1,649.00
1.90
23.29
2,479.32
1,893.44
40.53
1,652.88
2,634.52
1,140.72
1,191.16
7,269.18

FASCIONE,ANGELA M
FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION
FENNELLY,LINDA A & KEITH A JT
FERNALD,ALLAN L
FIELD,DANIELLE
FITZGERALD,THOMAS J & HELEN
FITZGERALD,THOMAS J & HELEN JT
FLECK,DONALD B
FLYE,GAYLE L
FOSTER JAMES D & ALICE L
FOSTER,JAMES D & ALICE L JT
FREDETTE & FREDETTEINC
GAGLIARDO,DAVID M
GARDINER,ZACHERY J & APRIL D JT
GLADSTONE,MATTHEW J & LORI D JT
GONZALEZ-BLANCO,ALBERTO F &
GONZALEZ-BLANCO,ALBERTO F (PERS REP)
GORDON,THOMAS W & ROSALIE M JT
GOULETTE,DAVID G
GOULETTE,PETER J
GRAVES,ALLEN J JR
GRAVES,ANDREW W
GRAVES,ANDREW W
GRAVES,ANDREW W
GRAY, RICHARD JT
GRAY, SARAH W
GRAY, TINA TURNER
GRAY,FLORENCE
GRAY,SCOTT A
GREEN, MICHAEL J
GREENSIDE,SANDRA J
HAGELINJOHN
HAINING,JAMES R & JAMIE M JT
HAINING,PATRICK C
HAINING,STEPHEN D
HALL,RALPH F
HALL,RALPH F
HALL.RALPH F
HALLSWORTH-THOMPSON,RUTH
HANSEN,JOHN P & ALFREDA M.
HARRIMAN,JOYCE L
HARRIS,MICHAEL S & BONNY L JT
HARSHORN ,KARON A
HARTLEY,RICHARD C & LINDA S JT
HARTSGROVEJAMES S
HARTSGROVEJAMES S
HARTSGROVE,K M
HASKELLJAMES C SR & EMILY M JT
HASKELL,RANDY M
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1,922.54
1,870.16
1,101.92
2,553.04
211.46
267.72
267.72
322.91
1,479.11
4,159.36
310.40
4,833.71
537.43
1,899.26
353.08
1,162.06
2,444.40
1,714.96
420.98
1,486.04
252.20
1,769.28
1,047.60
1,769.28
259.96
23.28
1,552.00
271.60
284.42
1,323.08
991.32
1,136.84
867.18
638.26
2,207.72
360.84
1,272.64
395.76
227.98
1,171.58
1,775.10
1,220.26
315.85
2,672.75
607.22
583.94
907.92
351.14
595.58

HATFIELD,MARTHA (DEVISEES)
HAWKES,DARLENE M & STEVEN H JT
HAWTHORNE,ADAM J & ELIZABETH A
HAWTHORNE,CRAIG M & JESSICA JT
HAWTHORNE,LORRAINE J
HEWES,CALVIN E
HICKS, BRENT J
HILL,BRUCE D & PAULA F
HOPKINS,JANET M
HOPKINS,RALPH A & DEBRA L
HOPKINS,RALPH A & DEBRA L
HORMAN,DARNELL L & PER1LENE
HORMAN,DARNELL L & PERILENE D
HO WELL, AM AND A & DELMONT K
HUMPHREY,DOROTHY E & DARYL L JT
HUTCHINSON,STEPHEN J
IRELAND,CHRISTOPHER
JACKINS,CRYSTAL R
JACKSON,LAURIEANN M
JEM PROPERTIES LLC
KENNOS,SPIRIDON & GLORIA JT
KENNOS,SPIRIDON & GLORIA JT
KENT,RHONDA M (PERS REP)
KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
KILGORE,MICHAEL L
KILGORE,MICHAEL L
KILLAM,JEFFREY & LOTTIE JT
KING,EMMANUEL Z & JANET R
LACHANCE, PAUL
LANCASTER,MICHAEL
LANDER.NORMAN S & KIMBERLY JT
LANDER,NORMAN S & KIMBERLY A JT
LANDRY,LILLI AN I & RHONDA M JT
LEIGHTON,RUSSELL J
LITTLEFIELD,DOUGLAS G
LITTLEFIELD,EDWARD P
LITTLEFIELD,KEITH G & SAMANTHA A JT
LOCHIATTO,KATHLEEN M
LOCHIATTO,KATHLEEN M
LONGMUIR,COLLEEN F
LOVLEY,JASON J & KIMBERLEY A JT
LUCE,RANDOLPH E & ELEANOR A JT
LYFORD,DAVID J & DARLENE L JT
LYONS,CRYSTAL
LYSKAWA,ALAN J & SARA C JT
MACDONALD,KEVIN (PERS REP)
MACINTOSH,RICHARD E
MACKENZIE,GEORGE A & BETTY A
MACOMBER,STEPHEN & TAMMY
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1,292.02
3,481.99
2,234.88
1,021.15
2,390.08
8.10
2,186.38
470.88
1,788.68
21.34
991.34
215.34
242.50
93.12
1,825.54
867.18
1,262.94
2,016.32
334.10
3,615.76
954.48
273.54
682.88
2,221.30
704.22
178.48
735.88
4,343.66
329.80
95.06
2,064.16
1,431.72
214.16
1,808.08
383.04
834.20
279.18
195.94
195.94
726.60
3,276.66
754.66
1,231.90
203.70
1.631.54
686.76
2,240.70
1,437.83
62.08

MALO,TIMOTHY M & SUSAN C JT
MALOON,BONNIE L
MAPLEVIEW COLDS STORAGE INC
MARCIA.R MICHAEL & BARBARA J TC
MARSHALL,SANDRA J
MARSHALL,SANDRA J
MARTIN, PERCY
MARTIN, SCOTT 0 JT
MARTIN,KATHLEEN M
MARTIN,SHELLEY R
MCAVOY,JOSEPH J JR & MARY ANN JT
MCCUE,GARY T
MCFALL,TAMMY J
MCMORROW,MICHAEL & DORIS JANE JT
MERRILL, MARTIN J JR
MERRILL,JEREMIAH J
MONTE,RANDALL & CAROLE JT
MONTI,MARK K
MONTI,MARK K
MONTI,MARK K
MONTI,MARK K
MOODY, THOMAS P
MULLANEY,MICHAEL P & DORIS S JT
MULLANEY,MICHAEL P & DORIS S JT
MUNSTER,CONNIE J
MURRAY,VERA ELIZABETH
NASH,VANCE E
NASH,VANCE E
NELSON, PATRICIA
NELSON,PATRICIA
NELSON,PATRICIA
NELSON,PATRICIA
NELSON,PATRICIA
NELSON,PATRICIA
NELSON,PATRICIA
NELSON,PATRICIA
NELSON, PATRICIA
NELSON,PATRICIA
NELSON, PATRICIA
NELSON,PATRICIA
NELSON,PATRICIA
NEWPORT METALS INC
NEWPORT METALS INC
NEWPORT METALS INC
NICHOLS, ROBERT E
NICKERSON, JEFFREY L
NIGHTINGALE,JOHNNA L
NORRIS,CHRISTOPHER M & STEPHANIE A
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2,192.20
554.84
3,672.42
968.06
1,344.42
1,524.84
190.12
3,325.16
816.74
1,530.66
905.98
5,690.02
2,231.00
2,426.94
165.45
1,691.68
399.64
275.48
289.06
358.90
867.18
2,345.46
529.62
93.12
909.86
1,076.70
58.20
40.74
310.40
312.34
310.40
155.20
155.20
155.20
161.02
155.20
155.20
155.20
164.90
164.90
159.08
2,194.14
762.42
826.44
93.12
600.00
1,381.28
624.68

PACKARD,STEPHEN C
PACKARD,STEPHEN C
PARKINS, JEFFREY W
PEARL.CAROL E & RALPH C SR JT
PEARSON,MARK W & REBECCA M JT
PEETE,MICHAEL R
PEETE,MICHAEL R
PENNEY,SCOTT S & WENDY M JT
PEPIN,DAVID A
PHINNEY, ROBERT N
PIEPER,CINDY E
PINGREE,JESSE
PITA APARTMENTS LLC
PITA APARTMENTS LLC
POST,JANICE L
POST,JANICE L & HARLOW
PROSSER,HEATHER JT
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
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3,104.00
4,718.08
1,455.00
1,547.76
3,375.60
318.16
774.06
950.60
1,385.16
1,578.89
413.22
393.82
1,624.22

500.00
446.20
1,233.84
413.22
1,381.28
318.16
494.70
494.70
475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30
401.58
475.30
401.58
401.58
401.58
401.58
401.58
401.58
401.58
401.58
401.58
401.58
401.58
401.58
401.58
401.58
529.62
475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30

R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
R & B REALTY INC
RANDALL,FRANK E
RANDALL,FRANK E
RESCAP SECURITIES HOLDINGS CO
RHODES,MICHAEL P
RICHARDS,DEBORAH L & JEFFERY D
RICKER,BLANCHE C
RITCHIE,SIDNEY JR
RIVERA, CHERYL A
RIZZA REALTY PARTNERS
ROBICHAUD,JERRY
RONDEAU, AMBER
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JT

475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30
475.30
500.52
500.52
500.52
500.52
500.52
12,526.06
494.70
494.70
494.70
494.70
494.70
494.70
500.52
512.16
349.20
349.20
349.20
349.20
349.20
568.42
1,526.78
787.64
138.29
238.62
1,883.40
640.20
258.42
807.04
1,272.64
256.99
133.86

ROUNDY,DAVID E JR & ADRIENNE S JT
ROUNDY,DAVID E JR&ADRIENNE S JT
RUSHLOW,AARON & JENNIFER JT
RYAN, DIANE E JT
RYDER,HEBER A & SHEREEN E
SAMPSON,KAREN
SANTIAGO,KENNETH & ANN MARIE
SCHALK,WILLIAM
SCHLICHTING,DOUGLAS & PAMELA JT
SCULLY,SHELIA M & JOHN J JR JT
SEBASTICOOK VALLEY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
SHAW,BELINDA L
SHEPHERD,NANCY L
SHEPHERD,PAUL
SHIELDS,KAREN
SHOREY OIL INC
SIMPSON,BARBARA G
SKIDGELL, MONA - ESTATE 1/2 INT
SKIDGELL, MONA - ESTATE 1/2 INT
SLATER,ROBERT D
SMITH,STANLEY R & ANNETTE M (LIFE TENANTS)
SNOWMAN,THOMAS D & PAMELA J JT
SPEED,JAMES A & KENDRA J JT
ST LOUIS,BONNIE L
STACK,FRED H
STANDLEY,TIMOTHY L
STITHAM,JUDITH A
TATE,BERNADINE J
TAYLOR,STEPHEN G
TELLES,MATTHEW & CHRISTINE JT
THERIAULT,NORMAN
THIB AULT,VIRGINIA & CAROL
THIBAULT, VIRGINIA & CAROL
THIBODEAU,SHIRLEY D
THOMAS,BOBBIE SR & JACQUELINE JT
THOMPSON,MARY A
THOMPSON,MARY E
TIBBETTS.MAYNARD A & COLLEEN M
TISDALE,GREGORY & JENNIFER JT
TOZIER, REGINALD W
TRULL,TODD M
TRUNDYJOHN E
TUTTLE, LINNETTE
VITTUM.RICHARD F
WARD, ALEX
WARK, JOHN R
WARNER,MARC
WARREN,APRIL C
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228.92
1,226.08
1,059.24
1,711.08
2,083.56
1,020.44
785.70
203.70
1,998.20
938.96
779.88
14.51
653.78
259.95
325.59
3,476.48
316.22
1.94
54.32
1,444.08
244.44
2,345.46
2,130.12
120.28
922.51
326.26
768.56
799.28
1,672.66
195.94
570.36
1,270.70
259.96
360.78
488.88
483.06
704.22
1,581.10
3,616.16
1,856.58
1,782.86
1,251.30
3,069.08
605.28
1,883.74
3,220.40
0.72
650.54

WARREN,GERALD E & APRIL C JT
WARREN JONATHAN M & KAREN AS
WARREN JONATHAN M & KAREN A S JT
WEEKS,TRAVIS L
WILKINS, RUSSELL & MACDONALD, ROBERT
WILLEY, JMAKEA
WILLEY,VIOLA M
WILLIAMS,DAVID J SR
WOODBURY,BRIAN J & NICOLE M JT
WYMAN,HEATHER
WYMAN,HEATHER B & CHANCE N
ZOELLER, STEPHANIE
Total:

482.85
971.94
1,726.60
2,469.62
248.32
261.90
1,410.20
1,567.52
713.18
465.60
795.40
1.284.26
421,751.60

Town of Newport
2015 Real Estate Unpaid Taxes As of 12/31/2016
WILLEY, JMAKEA
Total:

241.65
241.65

Town of Newport
2015 Tax Liens Unpaid As of 12/31/2015
Name
ALLEYJEFFREY & RACHEL JT
ANDREWS,GERTRUDE A
BARROWS, LORI
BLAIR,GAETANE T
BREEN,ELIZABETH A
BROOKS JAMES N & JEAN MARIE
BUOTTE,DAVID M
BUZANOWSKI,EDWARD H
CARSON,VANESSA B
CHANDLER, FRANK
COLB Y,TONYA Y
COTE,CYNTHIA M
COWAN,BRIAN L II
CURTIS, WILLIAM
DAVENPORT,ED WIN Mi l l
DDC DEVELOPMENT INC
DEMMONS, AMANDA L
DENICOLA,DANIEL R
DERKIN, E L - ESTATE
DONOVAN,SHAWN R
DOW,PAUL R & SALLY S JT
ERB,RAYMOND
FENNELLY,LINDA A & KEITH A JT

58.83
611.04
9.24
1297.39
2123.43
4801.67
1607.72
2939.59
1986.73
1188.09
1283.51
1695.44
191.61
178.67
128.72
475.21
267.63
606.7
401.06
2559.12
1860.06
2636.51
1255.78
51

FIELD,DANIELLE
FRIEND,DONNA - ESTATE
GLADSTONE,MATTHEW I & LORI D JT
GONZALEZ-BLANCO,ALBERTO F (PERS REP)
GRAVES,ALLEN J JR
GRAVES,ANDREW W
GRAVES,ANDREW W
GRAVES,AN DREW W
HAGELINJOHN
HAINING,STEPHEN D
HALL,RALPH F
HALL,RALPH F
HALL,RALPH F
HARRIMAN,JOYCE L
HARTSGROVE,JAMES S
HARTSGROVE,JAMES S
HASKELL,JAMES C SR & EMILY M JT
HOPKINS,JANET M
HOPKINS.RALPH A & DEBRA L
HOPKINS,RALPH A & DEBRA L
HUMPHREY,DOROTHY E & DARYL L JT
KILGORE,MICHAEL L
KILGORE,MICHAEL L
LANCASTER,MICHAEL
LANDER, NORMAN S & KIMBERLY JT
LANDER,NORMAN S & KIMBERLY A JT
LITTLEFIELD,EDWARD P
LUCE,RANDOLPH E & ELEANOR A JT
LYONS,CRYSTAL
MACDONALD,KEVIN (PERS REP)
MACINTOSH,RICHARD E
MACOMBER,STEPHEN & TAMMY
MAPLE VIEW COLDS STORAGE INC
MARTIN,KATHLEEN M
MARTIN,SHELLEY R
MCAVOY,JOSEPH J JR & MARY ANN JT
MCCUE,GARY T
MONTI,MARK K
MONTI,MARK K
MONTI,MARK K
MONTI,MARK K
NEWPORT METALS INC
NORRIS,CHRISTOPHER M & STEPHANIE A
PACKARD,STEPHEN C
PACKARD,STEPHEN C
PENNEY,SCOTT S & WENDY M JT
PEPIN,DAVID A
PINGREE, JESSE
POSTJANICE L
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271.49
2026.52
399.72
1423.41
318.58
1843.71
1124.36
1837.24
84.92
2267.80
420.39
1425.94
455.20
1830.10
769.14
649.25
400.89
1646.35
81.99
1145.55
1880.38
775.61
251.57
155.47
2227.86
1487.83
926.55
929.3
263.76
745.26
2294.19
225.75
3721.30
773.18
1586.45
498.60
5820.05
335.32
348.85
418.46
925.11
2206.69
832.96
3161.18
4866.75
604.50
1544.58
459.74
505.48

POST,JANICE L & HARLOW
PROSSER,HEATHER JT
RIZZA REALTY PARTNERS
ROUNDYDAVID E JR & ADRIENNE S
ROUNDY,DAVID E JR & ADRIENNE S
RUSHLOW,AARON & JENNIFER JT
RYDER,HEBER A & SHEREEN E
SAMPSON,KAREN
SCHALK,WILLIAM
SCULLY,SHELIA M & JOHN J JR JT
SHEPHERD,NANCY L
SHOREY OIL INC
SKIDGELL,MONA
SKIDGELL,MONA
TATE,BERNADINE J
THIBAULT,VIRGINIA & CAROL
THIBAULT,VIRGINIA & CAROL
THOMAS,BOBBIE SR & JACQUELINE
WARREN JONATHAN M & KAREN A S
WARREN,JONATHAN M & KAREN A S
WILLIAMS,DAVID J SR
Total:

JT
JT

JT
JT
JT

1290.58
472.61
1329.57
295.37
1289.31
134.6
2167.24
1174.56
263.76
996.65
715.54
3551.88
67.48
114.86
870.37
1424.01
319.84
100.16
1036.00
1788.23
1574.53
112,336.18

Town of Newport
2014 Tax Liens Unpaid As of 12/31/206
DEMMONS, AMANDA L
HAINING,STEPHEN D
LYONS,CRYSTAL
MACDONALD,KEVIN (PERS REP)
Total:

316.79
2403.73
212.83
805.82
3,739.17

Town of Newport
2013 Tax Lien Unpaid As of 12/31/2016
DEMMONS. AM AND A L
Total:

314.02
314.02

Town of Newport
Unpaid Taxes 2001 Personal Property As of 12/31/2016
DAVIS,JOHN
Total:

379.32
379.32

Town of Newport
Unpaid Taxes 2002 Personal Property As of 12/31/2016
DAVIS, JONATHAN
Total:

355.26
355.26
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Town of Newport
Unpaid Taxes 2003 Personal Property As of 12/31/2016
DAVIS, JONATHAN
Total:

299.70
299.70

Town of Newport
Unpaid Taxes 2004 Personal Property As of 12/31/2016
DAVIS JONATHAN
Total:

259.20
259.20

Town of Newport
Unpaid Taxes 2005 Personal Property As of 12/31/2016
MINERAL SPRINGS MUSHROOM FARM INC
PINE TREE AMUSEMENTS
Total:

2,970.24
464.64
3,434.88

Town of Newport
Unpaid Taxes 2006 Personal Property As of 12/31/2016
GRAHAM,BRIAN L & PAULA E
MINERAL SPRINGS MUSHROOM FARM INC
PINE TREE AMUSEMENTS
Total:

83.72
2,957.50
374.92
3,416.14

Town of Newport
Unpaid Taxes 2007 Personal Property As of 12/31/2016
DETROIT TOOL INC
GRAHAM,BRIAN L & PAULA E
MINERAL SPRINGS MUSHROOM FARM INC
PINE TREE AMUSEMENTS
RENT-WAY INC
Total:

519.86
99.11
3,040.62
385.22
104.72
4,149.53

Town of Newport
Unpaid Taxes 2008 Personal Property As of 12/31/2016
DEMS GILLEY INC
DETROIT TOOL INC
GRAHAM,BRIAN L & PAULA E
PINE TREE AMUSEMENTS
RENT A CENTER
TREMBLEY,CHARLES P JR & BETSY L
Total:
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59.52
535.68
102.92
399.28
111.60
9.92
1,218.92

Town of Newport
Unpaid Taxes 2009 Personal Property As of 12/31/2016
DEMS GILLEY INC
DETROIT TOOL INC
HANSON,STEVEN P
NORTHERN IRON WORKS INC
PINE TREE AMUSEMENTS
RENT A CENTER
TREMBLEY,CHARLES P JR & BETSY L
Total:

70.00
655.20
43.40
560.00
487.20
140.00
14.00
1,969.80

Town of Newport
Unpaid Taxes 2010 Personal Property As of 12/31/2016
DEMS GILLEY INC
DROSTINC
NORTHERN IRON WORKS INC
PINE TREE AMUSEMENTS
TREMBLEY,CHARLES P JR & BETSY L
Total:

102.90
187.68
882.00
549.78
22.05
1,744.41

Town of Newport
Unpaid Taxes 2011 Personal Property As of 12/31/2016
DEMS GILLEY INC
DROSTINC
PINE TREE AMUSEMENTS
TREMBLEY,CHARLES P JR & BETSY L
Total:

132.30
45.57
588.00
17.64
783.51

Town of Newport
Unpaid Taxes 2012 Personal Property As of 12/31/2016
DEMS GILLEY INC
PINE TREE AMUSEMENTS
THIBODEAU,FELIX L
TREMBLEY,CHARLES P JR & BETSY L
Total:
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168.72
608.00
1.90
18.24
796.86

Town of Newport
Unpaid Taxes 2013 Personal Property As of 12/31/2016
BICKFORD,JEFFREY A & TERESA L
OEMS GILLEY INC
DIXON,RANDALL E & LINDA C
DROSTINC
NEWPORT METALS INC
PACKARD,STEPHEN C
PINE TREE AMUSEMENTS
THIBODEAU,FELIX L
TREMBLEY,CHARLES P JR & BETSY L
WORD WELL HARRIS CONTRACTING INC
Total:

113.40
212.22
243.00
35.64
324.00
95.58
648.00
319.14
19.44
162.00
2,172.42

Town of Newport
Unpaid Taxes 2014 Personal Property As of 12/31/2016
BICKFORD,JEFFREY A & TERESA L
CLARK LTD, T W
DEMS GILLEY INC
DIXON,RAND ALL E & LINDA C
DUNBAR, LUCAS
LOVELY,JOSEPH
MUZAK LLC
NEWPORT METALS INC
PACKARD,STEPHEN C
PINE TREE AMUSEMENTS
RIZZA,ANTONETTA
THIBODEAU,FELIX L
THISTLE,DALE F
TREMBLEY,CHARLES P JR & BETSY L
WARDWELL HARRIS CONTRACTING INC
Total

122.12
1,403.52
225.32
258.00
0.79
51.08
5.85
344.00
103.20
688.00
338.61
337.12
178.88
20.64
172.00
4,249.13

Town of Newport
Unpaid Taxes 2015 Personal Property As of 12/31/2016
BICKFORD,JEFFREY A & TERESA L
CLARK LTD,TW
DIXON,RAND ALL E & LINDA C
DUNBAR, LUCAS
LAKESIDE CONCRETE CUTTING
LANCASTER,MICHAEL
LOVELY,JOSEPH
MACINTOSH,RICHARD E
MRK CHASE INC
MUZAK LLC
NEWPORT METALS INC
PACKARD.STEPHEN C
PELLETCO LLC

127.09
1,460.64
268.50
26.85
1,790.00
286.40
53.70
37.59
243.44
21.48
358.00
107.40
977.34
56

PINE TREE AMUSEMENTS
RIZZA,ANTONETTA
SHOREY OIL INC
THIBODEAU,FELIX L
THIRTY-FOUR HERRICK INC
THISTLE,DALE F
TREMBLEY,CHARLES P JR & BETSY L
WARDWELL HARRIS CONTRACTING INC
Total:

716.00
415.28
1,043.57
350.84
234.49
155.73
21.48
179.00
8874.82

Town of Newport
Unpaid Taxes 2016 Personal Property As of 12/31/2016
BICKFORD,JEFFREY A & TERESA L
CLARK LTD, T W
COSTAIN ENTERPRISES INC
DIXON,RAND ALL E & LINDA C
DOW, JEFFREY D
DUNBAR, LUCAS
FIRST DATA MERCHANT SERVICES CORP
GOLD STAR CLEANERS
LANCASTER, MICHAEL
LEFAIVRE,NORMAN J & ELAINE T
LOVELY,JOSEPH
LOVLEY,JASON & KIMBERLY
MACINTOSH,RICHARD E
MRK CHASE INC
MUZAK LLC
NEWPORT COUNTRY CLUB INC
NEWPORT EYE CARE PA
NEWPORT FAMILY PRACTICE PA
NEWPORT METALS INC
PACKARD,STEPHEN C
PELLETCO LLC
PFIZER INC
PINE TREE AMUSEMENTS
R T P INC
RANDALL,FRANK E
RANDALL,FRANK E
RIZZA,ANTONETTA
SHOREY OIL INC
SNOWMAN,THOMAS D & PAMELA
THIBODEAU,FELIX L
THIRTY-FOUR HERRICK INC
THISTLE,DALE F
TREMBLEY.CHARLES P JR & BETSY L
UNIFIED MERCHANT SERVICES
WARDWELL HARRIS CONTRACTING INC
Total:
57

73.72
1,583.04
186.24
291.00
16.10
29.10
21.34
13.34
310.40
147.44
58.20
116.40
40.74
223.10
21.34
744.96
12.25
2,477.38
388.00
116.40
966.12
3.88
776.00
488.88
114.46
481.12
450.08
1,129.08
77.60
380.24
254.14
151.32
23.28
3.88
194.00
12,364.57

ABATEMENTS 2016 - REAL ESTATE

ABATEMENTS 2016
REAL ESTATE
NAME
CALVARY BAPTIST CHURCH
CALVARY BAPTIST CHURCH
HAINING, CHRYSTAL
BREITWEG, THOMAS
ROBINSON, MICHAEL P SR. & ANGEL L JT
DUNPHY, KYLE
JACQUES. RICHARD E. & THERESA M.
DROST, INC.
BECK. PATRICK
BECK, PATRICK
BECK. PATRICK
BECK. PATRICK
COCHRAN. BRENT
COCHRAN, BRENT
COCHRAN, BRENT
DEERING, VICTORIA
DEERING, VICTORIA
DEERING, VICTORIA
DEERING. VICTORIA
DEERING. VICTORIA
FOGG. GLENN JR
LYONS.CRYSTAL
SHAW-HOWARD, JARED S
SHAW-HOWARD. JARED S
SHAW-HOWARD, JARED S
SHAW-HOWARD, JARED S
TOTAL ABATEMENTS

2016

29.15

2014

2013

2012

2011

200.9

2010

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

1998

141.41
69.17
62.65

...

1583.04
366.66
291.00
470.00
496.64
161.02
148.57

________ _________
142.76

..
134.46

________ l___

52.38
137.83
132.44
250.26
230.91
221.88
208.98
196.08
187.48
170.10

....

95.06
87.71
86.00
11766.06

746.43 902.38

81.00
594.54

196.08

.

6205.49

ABATEMENTS 2016 - PERSONAL PROPERTY
PERSONAL PROPERTY
BA MERCHANT SERVICES LLC
BA MERCHANT SERVICES LLC
BIG EAST AUTO
BIG EAST AUTO
BRADFORD. KELLY
BRADFORD. KELLY
BRADFORD. KELLY
BRADFORD. KELLY
BRIDGES. SUZANNE S
BRIDGES. SUZANNE S
IBRIDGES. SUZANNE S
BROWER. PETER
BROWER, PETER
CENTRAL MAINE INFORMATION
CHECKFREEPAY CORPORATION
CHECKFREEPAY CORPORATION
DELL FINANCIAL SERVICES LP
DELL FINANCIAL SERVICES LP_______
ELLIOT PERRY LLC
ELLIOT PERRY LLC
FAMILY FIRST MORTGAGE CORPORATION
GE COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT HOLDING
GE COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT HOLDING
HAWAIIAN PARADISE
HAWAIIAN PARADISE
INMAN, DORIS
INMAN. DORIS
INMAN. DORIS
INMAN, DORIS
INMAN. DORIS
INMAN, DORIS
INMAN. DORIS
LUDOEN, GLENN
MCCAUL, WILBER D JR
MCCAUL. WILBER D JR
MOHAMMAD, WALEED & SARAH
MOHAMMAD. WALEED & SARAH
NICHOLS. KRISTINE
QUALITY WOOD PRODUCTS LLC
QUALITY WOOD PRODUCTS LLC
STEEGO AUTO PARTS
STEEGO AUTO PARTS
STEEGO AUTO PARTS
STEEGO AUTO PARTS
STEEGO AUTO PARTS
STOCKBRIDGE. JOHN
STOCKBRIDGE, JOHN
STOCKBRIDGE. JOHN
STOCKBRIDGE. JOHN
STOCKBRIDGE. JOHN
STOCKBRIDGE. JOHN
STOCKBRIDGE. JOHN
STOCKBRIDGE. JOHN
STOCKBRIDGE, JOHN
STOCKBRIDGE. JOHN
STOCKBRIDGE, JOHN
TOTAL PP ABATEMENTS
TOTAL RE/PP ABATEMENTS

2016

2015
2.014
1.79
1.71

2013

2011

2012

2010

2053

2007

2008

2fiS§

2005

—

2001

1999

1998

433.92
408.85
721.50
669.60
574.20
504.00

74.40

495.00
65.45
—

58.24
19.44
30.40

'

7.28
3.24
0.02
4.41
859.95

..

------------ j-------

194.48
151.06
452.54
63.21
71.40
228.14
249.34

-

359.04
336.00

|

321.90

—

347.82

-

241.86
225.12
186.51
142.60
102.90
101.43
642.32
618.97
24.30

.

171.99
103.60
613.80
607.26
530.88
506.55
474.00

..

223.60
210.60
182.40
161.70

.

147.00
126.00
99.20
91.63
89.18

■

111.36
115.20
0.00

1.79 225.3 257.58

212.82

269.01

1343.58

301.00

958.52

1651.21

555.10

470.40

885.12

1452.25

1631.22

1423.32

1260.00

1188.06

474.00 14560.29
20765.78

TOWN OF NEWPORT, MAINE
Annual Financial Report
For the Year Ended December 31, 2016

A complete copy of the Auditor's Report
can be viewed at the Town Office
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Statement 1
TOWN OF NEWPORT, MAINE
Statement of Net Position
December 31, 2016
Governmental
Activities
ASSETS
Cash and cash e qu ivale n ts
R eceivables:

$

Taxes

2,228,735
47 3,5 27

T ax liens

98,092

A cco u nts

37,989

Capital assets, not b ein g depreciated

47 7,3 75

Capital assets, being depreciated

5,926,456

T o ta l assets

9,242,174

DEFERRED OUTFLOWS OF RESOURCES
Deferred o u tflo w s o f reso u rces related to pensions
T o ta l d efe rre d outflow s o f reso u rces

249,719
249,719

LIABILITIES
A cco u nts payable
A ccrued p ayroll

91,429
14,494
2,956

Taxes co llected in advance
Accrued in te rest
N oncurrent liabilities:

29,237

Due w ithin one ye ar

154,048
5,201,086

Due in m o re than one year
T o ta l liab ilities

5,493,250

DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES
Deferred inflo w s of re so u rces related to pensions
T o ta l d efe rre d inflow s of resources

54,398
54,398

NET POSITION
Net investm en t in capital assets

1,768,975

Restricted fo r p erm an e n t funds:
N on exp en d able

177,281

Expendable

130,806

O th e r restrictio n s:
T ax in cre m e n t fin an cin g

47,289
1,819,894

U nrestricted

Total net position

$
3,944,245
See accompanying notes to basic financial statements.
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T O W N O F N E W P O R T , M A IN E
S ta te m e n t o f A c tiv itie s
F o r th e y e a r e n d e d D e c e m b e r 3 1 , 2 0 1 6

P ro g ra m R e v e n u e s

F u n c t io n /p r o g r a m s

O p e r a t in g

C a p ita l

C h a rg e s f o r

g ra n ts a n d

g ra n ts a n d

s e r v ic e s

c o n tr ib u tio n s

c o n t r ib u t io n s

Expenses

G o v e r n m e n t a l a c tiv it ie s :
G e n e ra l g o v e rn m e n t

1,029,019
1,134,413
1,116,396
56,229
16,452
43,238
130,227
2,657,617

$

E m e rg e n c y
P u b lic w o r k s
M u n i c i p a l b u il d in g s a n d g r o u n d s
G e n e r a l a s s is t a n c e
R e c r e a t io n
N e w p o r t C u lt u r a l C e n te r
E d u c a tio n
C a p ita l o u t la y
In te re s t o n d e b t
T o ta l g o v e r n m e n t a l a c tiv it ie s

T o ta l p r im a r y g o v e r n m e n t

S

56,474
87,305
79,620

9,987
-

-

-

-

1,415

5,362

-

65,835
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

15,819
180,686
6,380,096

228,761

11,402

65,835

6 ,3 8 0 ,0 9 6

2 2 8 ,7 6 1

1 1 ,4 0 2

6 5 ,8 3 5

-

G e n e ra l re v e n u e s :
P r o p e r ty ta x e s
I n t e r e s t a n d fe e s o n ta x e s
E x c is e t a x e s
G r a n t s a n d c o n t r i b u t i o n s n o t r e s t r i c t e d t o s p e c if ic p r o g r a m s :
S t a t e r e v e n u e s h a r in g
B ETE r e im b u r s e m e n t
H o m e s te a d e x e m p tio n
In te re s t e a rn e d
M i s c e ll a n e o u s _______________________________________________________
T o t a l g e n e r a l r e v e n u e s _____________________________________________

C h a n g e in n e t p o s i t i o n

N e t p o s it io n - b e g in n in g

N e t p o s itio n - e n d in g

See occomponyii
8
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Statement 3
TOWN OF NEWPORT, MAINE
Balance Sheet
Governmental Funds
December 31, 2016
Cemetery
Public Safety
Nonmajor
General
Permanent
Building
Governmental
_________ Fund___________ Fund______ Capital Project______Funds
ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables:
Taxes - current year
Taxes - prior years
Tax liens
Accounts
Total assets

$

1,920,648

256,549

433,905
39,622
98,092
37,989
$

LIABILITIES, DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES, AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued payroll
Taxes collected in advance
Total liabilities
Deferred inflows of resources:
Unavailable revenue - property taxes
Total deferred inflows of resources
Fund balances:
Nonspendable •nonexpendable principal
Restricted:
Tax increment financing
Cemetery and recreation
Assigned - carryforwards and capital reserves
Unassigned
Total fund balances
Total liabilities, deferred inflows of resources,
and fund balances
$

2,530,256

-

-

256,549

-

91,429
14,494
2,956
108,879

-

-

51,538

-

-

*

-

-

-

133,124
123,425
256,549

2,530,256

256,549

-

Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of net position are different because
Capital assets used in governmental activities are not financial resources and, therefore,
are not reported in the funds.
Other long-term assets are not available to pay for current period expenditures
and, therefore, are reported as unavailable in the funds.
Unavailable revenue - property taxes
Long-term liabilities that are not due and payable in the current
period and therefore are not reported in the funds:
Accrued interest
Accrued compensated absences
Net pension liability, including related deferred inflows and outflows of resources
Capital leases
__________ Bonds payable_________________________________________________________________
_____________ Net position of governmental activities_______________________________________

44,157
-

-

2,228,735
433,905
39,622
98,092
37,989
2,838,343

91,429
14,494
2,956
108,879

415,000
415,000

-

47,289
555,646
1,403,442
2,006,377

63

_

-

41S,000
415,000

-

51,538

Totals

-

7,381
-

51,538

177,281
47,289
130,806
555,646
1,403,442
2,314,464

51,538

6,403,831

415,000

(29,237)
(40,929)
(484,028)
(159,453)
(4,475,403)
$
3,944,245
See a c c o m p a n y in g n o te s to b a s ic fin a n c ia l s ta te m e n ts .

Statement 4
T O W N O F N E W P O R T , M A IN E

S t a t e m e n t o f R e v e n u e s , E x p e n d itu re s a n d C h a n g e s in F u n d B a la n c e s
G o v e rn m e n ta l F u n d s
________________ F o r th e y e a r e n d e d D e c e m b e r 3 1 ,2 0 1 6
C e m e te ry

P u b lic S a f e t y

N o n m a jo r

G e n e ra l

P e rm a n e n t

B u ild in g

G o v e rn m e n ta l

Fund

Fund

C a p i t a l P r o je c t

Funds

T o t a ls

R evenues:
Taxes

S

5 ,7 4 8 ,3 5 6

5 ,7 4 8 ,3 5 6

3 2 ,2 8 7

-

-

-

3 2 ,2 8 7

In te rg o v e rn m e n ta l re v e n u e s

4 5 1 ,7 4 2

-

-

-

4 5 1 ,7 4 2

C h a r g e s f o r s e r v ic e s

1 3 7 ,0 1 2

1 3 7 ,0 1 2

L ic e n s e s , p e r m i t s a n d f e e s

M i s c e ll a n e o u s r e v e n u e s
In te re s t e a rn e d
T o ta l re v e n u e s

-

-

6 6 ,3 7 7

1 ,0 6 6

-

-

500

5 ,1 8 5

761

-

155

6 ,1 0 1

6 ,4 4 0 , 9 5 9

1 ,8 2 7

-

655

6 ,4 4 3 ,4 4 1

-

-

1 ,0 3 8 , 1 2 8

6 7 ,9 4 3

E x p e n d it u r e s :
C u r r e n t;
G e n e ra l g o v e rn m e n t

4 2 2 ,0 3 0

E m e rg e n c y

1 ,0 3 8 , 1 2 8

P u b lic w o r k s

1 ,0 0 5 , 1 1 7

4 2 2 ,0 3 0
1 9 ,3 7 6

-

-

1 ,0 2 4 , 4 9 3

M u n i c i p a l b u il d in g s a n d g r o u n d s

5 6 ,2 2 9

-

-

-

5 6 ,2 2 9

G e n e r a l a s s is t a n c e

1 6 ,4 5 2

-

-

-

1 6 ,4 5 2

R e c r e a t io n

4 3 ,2 3 8

-

-

-

4 3 ,2 3 8

1 3 0 ,2 2 7

-

-

-

1 3 0 ,2 2 7

2 0 ,7 6 6

-

-

-

2 0 ,7 6 6

3 3 7 ,7 2 3

-

-

-

3 3 7 ,7 2 3

-

N e w p o r t C u lt u r a l C e n t e r
O t h e r e x p e n d it u r e s
C o u n ty ta x
E d u c a t io n

2 ,6 5 7 ,6 1 7

-

-

2 ,6 5 7 , 6 1 7

C a p ita l

1 0 0 ,1 0 6

-

9 7 9 ,3 2 2

-

1 ,0 7 9 , 4 2 8

D e b t s e r v ic e

2 1 1 ,2 8 8

-

1 0 5 ,0 0 0

-

3 1 6 ,2 8 8

1 9 ,3 7 6

1 ,0 8 4 , 3 2 2

-

7 ,1 4 2 ,6 1 9

( 1 7 ,5 4 9 )

( 1 ,0 8 4 ,3 2 2 )

655

(6 9 9 ,1 7 8 )

-

(1 4 2 ,1 9 5 )

T o t a l e x p e n d it u r e s

6 ,0 3 8 ,9 2 1

E x c e s s ( d e f i c ie n c y ) o f r e v e n u e s o v e r ( u n d e r ) e x p e n d it u r e s

4 0 2 ,0 3 8

O t h e r f i n a n c in g s o u r c e s ( u s e s ) :
T ra n s fe r s f r o m o th e r fu n d s

1 2 1 ,7 7 0

T ra n s fe rs t o o th e r fu n d s

( 2 0 ,4 2 5 )

C a p it a l le a s e p r o c e e d s

4 3 ,6 0 6

T o ta l o t h e r fin a n c in g s o u r c e s (u s e s )

N e t c h a n g e in f u n d b a la n c e s

F u n d b a la n c e s , b e g in n i n g o f y e a r

F u n d b a la n c e s , e n d o f y e a r

$

2 0 ,4 2 5
( 2 5 ,0 0 0 )
-

1 4 2 ,1 9 5
(9 6 ,7 7 0 )
-

1 4 4 ,9 5 1

(4 ,5 7 5 )

( 9 6 ,7 7 0 )

5 4 6 ,9 8 9

( 2 2 ,1 2 4 )

(1 ,1 8 1 ,0 9 2 )

1 ,4 5 9 , 3 8 8

2 7 8 ,6 7 3

2 ,0 0 6 ,3 7 7

2 5 6 ,5 4 9

1 ,1 8 1 ,0 9 2

•

-

4 3 ,6 0 6

-

4 3 ,6 0 6

655

(6 5 5 ,5 7 2 )

5 0 ,8 8 3

2 ,9 7 0 , 0 3 6

5 1 ,5 3 8

2 ,3 1 4 ,4 6 4

See accompanying notes to basic financial statements.
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Statement 5
T O W N O F N E W P O R T , M A IN E

Reconciliation of the Statement of Revenues, Expenditures,
and Changes in Fund Balances of Governmental Funds
to the Statement of Activities
_________ For the year ended December 31, 2016

Net change in fund balances - total governmental funds (from Statement 4)

(655,572)

$

Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of
activities (Statement 2) are different because:
Governmental funds report capital outlays as expenditures.
However, in the statement of activities, the cost of those assets
is allocated over their estimated useful lives as depreciation expense.
This is the amount by which capital outlays ($1,063,609) exceeded
depreciation ($211,583) in the current period.

852,026

Revenues in the statement of activities that do not provide
current financial resources are not reported as revenues in
the funds. This is the change in unavailable revenues.

(156,000)

Some expenses reported in the statement of activities do not require
the use of current financial resources and therefore are not reported
as expenditures in the governmental funds. This is the decrease
(increase) in the following liabilities:
accrued compensated absences
accrued interest
net pension liability with related deferred inflows and outflows
Bond and lease proceeds provide current financial resources to
governmental funds, but issuing debt increases long-term
liabilities in the statement of net position. Repayment of bond
and lease principal is an expenditure in the governmental funds,
but the repayment reduces long-term liabilities in the statement
of net position. This is the amount of by which bond repayments
($94,592) and lease repayments ($54,153) exceeded lease
proceeds ($43,606).
Change in net position of governmental activities (see Statement 2)
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2,831
2,092
(243,171)

(238,248)

105,139

(92,655)
$
See accompanying notes to basic financial statements.

Statement 6
T O W N O F N E W P O R T , M A IN E
S t a t e m e n t o f R e v e n u e s , E x p e n d i t u r e s a n d C h a n g e s in F u n d B a l a n c e
B u d g e t a n d A c t u a l - B u d g e t a r y B a s is - G e n e r a l F u n d

__________ For the year ended December 31,2016
V a r ia n c e w i t h
f in a l b u d g e t
Budget
O r ig in a l

p o s itiv e
F in a l

A c tu a l

( n e g a t iv e )

R evenues:
Taxes

$

5 ,5 4 0 , 5 2 2

5 ,5 4 0 ,5 2 2

5 ,7 4 8 ,3 5 6

3 0 ,7 5 0

3 0 ,7 5 0

3 2 ,2 8 7

1 ,5 3 7

3 7 5 ,2 9 4

3 7 5 ,2 9 4

4 5 1 ,7 4 2

7 6 ,4 4 8

C h a r g e s f o r s e r v ic e s

8 8 ,4 8 8

8 8 ,4 8 8

9 1 ,8 4 1

M i s c e ll a n e o u s r e v e n u e s

1 4 ,4 0 0

1 4 ,4 0 0

9 ,9 1 2

L ic e n s e s , p e r m i t s a n d f e e s
In te rg o v e rn m e n ta l re v e n u e s

In te re s t e a rn e d
T o ta l re v e n u e s

2 0 7 ,8 3 4

3 ,3 5 3
(4 ,4 8 8 )

3 ,5 0 0

3 ,5 0 0

4 ,1 0 0

600

6 ,0 5 2 ,9 5 4

6 ,0 5 2 ,9 5 4

6 ,3 3 8 ,2 3 8

2 8 5 ,2 8 4

E x p e n d it u r e s :
C u rre n t:
G e n e ra l g o v e rn m e n t

4 3 7 ,9 7 8

4 3 7 ,9 7 8

4 1 2 ,5 1 3

2 5 ,4 6 5

E m e rg e n c y

1 ,1 2 9 ,0 6 0

1 ,1 2 9 ,0 6 0

1 ,0 2 8 ,8 5 2

1 0 0 ,2 0 8

P u b lic w o r k s

1 ,0 2 7 , 7 5 9

1 ,0 2 7 ,7 5 9

9 7 3 ,5 4 0

5 4 ,2 1 9

M u n i c i p a l b u il d in g s a n d g r o u n d s

5 9 ,1 6 0

5 9 ,1 6 0

5 5 ,7 8 2

3 ,3 7 8

G e n e r a l a s s is t a n c e

2 3 ,0 2 3

2 3 ,0 2 3

1 6 ,4 5 2

6 ,5 7 1

R e c r e a t io n

2 5 ,6 3 2

2 5 ,6 3 2

2 7 ,8 3 8

(2 ,2 0 6 )

N e w p o r t C u lt u r a l C e n t e r

1 3 6 ,9 6 8

1 3 6 ,9 6 8

1 3 0 ,2 2 7

6 ,7 4 1

O t h e r e x p e n d it u r e s

1 0 4 ,4 3 2

1 0 4 ,4 3 2

2 0 ,7 6 6

8 3 ,6 6 6

C o u n ty ta x
E d u c a tio n

3 3 7 ,7 2 3

3 3 7 ,7 2 3

3 3 7 ,7 2 3

2 ,6 1 7 ,0 6 4

2 ,6 1 7 ,0 6 4

2 ,6 5 7 ,6 1 7

(4 0 ,5 5 3 )

2 0 ,8 1 5

(2 0 ,8 1 5 )

C a p ita l

-

D e b t s e r v ic e
T o t a l e x p e n d it u r e s

-

-

1 9 0 ,2 8 7

1 9 0 ,2 8 7

1 8 6 ,1 4 1

4 ,1 4 6

6 ,0 8 9 ,0 8 6

6 ,0 8 9 ,0 8 6

5 ,8 6 8 ,2 6 6

2 2 0 ,8 2 0

4 6 9 ,9 7 2

5 0 6 ,1 0 4

E x c e s s ( d e f i c ie n c y ) o f r e v e n u e s o v e r
( u n d e r ) e x p e n d it u r e s

(3 6 ,1 3 2 )

( 3 6 ,1 3 2 )

7 5 ,0 0 0

7 5 ,0 0 0

O t h e r f in a n c i n g s o u r c e s ( u s e s ) :
U t i l i z a t i o n o f p r i o r y e a r s u r p lu s
T r a n s f e r f r o m g e n e r a l f u n d a s s ig n e d f u n d b a la n c e

-

T r a n s f e r t o g e n e r a l f u n d r e s t r i c t e d f u n d b a la n c e

(3 8 ,8 6 8 )

T r a n s f e r t o g e n e r a l f u n d a s s ig n e d f u n d b a la n c e

-

T ra n s fe r t o o th e r fu n d s
T o t a l o t h e r f i n a n c i n g s o u r c e s (u s e s )

3 6 ,1 3 2

N e t c h a n g e in f u n d b a la n c e - b u d g e t a r y b a s is

-

-

-

1 ,6 9 7

( 3 8 ,8 6 8 )

(3 8 ,8 6 8 )

-

(1 1 5 ,0 0 0 )

3 6 ,1 3 2

-

( 2 0 ,4 2 5 )
(2 0 8 ,7 2 8 )

2 9 7 ,3 7 6

2 9 7 ,3 7 6

5 4 6 ,9 8 9

F u n d b a la n c e , b e g in n i n g o f y e a r

1 ,4 5 9 ,3 8 8

F u n d b a la n c e , e n d o f y e a r

$
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-

(1 1 5 ,0 0 0 )

( 2 0 ,4 2 5 )

2 4 9 ,6 1 3

N e t c h a n g e in f u n d b a la n c e - G A A P b a s is

1 ,6 9 7

(1 7 2 ,5 9 6 )

R e c o n c ili a t io n t o G A A P b a s is :
C h a n g e in g e n e r a l f u n d r e s t r i c t e d a n d a s s ig n e d b a la n c e s

( 7 5 ,0 0 0 )

2 ,0 0 6 ,3 7 7

TOWN OF NEWPORT, MAINE
Notes to Basic Financial Statements

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The Town of Newport is situated in Penobscot County, Maine and was incorporated in 1814, and operates under
a Select Board-Manager form of Government.
The accounting policies of the Town of Newport conform to accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America as applicable to governmental units. The following is a summary of the more
significant of such policies:
A.

Reporting Entity

In evaluating how to define the reporting entity, for financial reporting purposes, management has
considered all potential component units. The decision to include a potential component unit was made
by applying the criteria set forth in GAAP. The criterion used defines the reporting entity as the primary
government and those component units for which the primary government is financially accountable.
Financial accountability is defined as appointment of a voting majority of the component unit's board, and
either a) the ability to impose will by the primary government, or b) the possibility that the component unit
will provide a financial benefit to or impose a financial burden on the primary government. Application of
this criterion and determination of type of presentation involves considering whether the activity benefits
the government and/or its citizens, or whether the activity is conducted within the geographic boundaries
of the government and is generally available to its citizens. Based upon the application of these criteria,
there were no potential component units required to be included in this report.
B.

Description of Government-wide Financial Statements

The government-wide financial statements (i.e., the statement of net position and the statement of
activities) report information on all of the activities of the Town. For the most part, the effect of interfund
activity has been removed from these statements.
The statement of activities demonstrates the degree to which the direct expenses of a given function or
segment is offset by program revenues. Direct expenses are those that are clearly identifiable with a
specific function or segment. The Town has elected not to allocate indirect costs among the programs,
functions and segments. Program revenues include 1) charges to customers or applicants who purchase,
use, or directly benefit from goods, services, or privileges provided by a given function or segment and 2)
grants and contributions that are restricted to meeting the operational or capital requirements of a
particular function or segment. Taxes and other items not properly included among program revenues are
reported as general revenues.
C.

Basis of Presentation - Government-wide Financial Statements

White separate government-wide and fund financial statements are presented, they are interrelated. The
governmental activities column incorporates data from governmental funds. As a general rule, the effect of
interfund activity has been eliminated from the government-wide financial statements.
D.

Basis of Presentation - Fund Financial Statements

The fund financial statements provide information about the government's funds. The emphasis of fund
financial statements is on major governmental funds, each displayed in a separate column. All remaining
governmental funds are aggregated and reported as nonmajor funds.
The government reports the following major governmental funds:
The general fund is the government's primary operating fund. It accounts for all financial resources of
the general government, except those accounted for in another fund.
The cemetery permanent fund accounts for resources established for cemetery care and upkeep.
The public safety building capital project fund accounts for the construction and related financing of a
new public safety building.
During the course of operations, the government has activity between funds for various purposes. Any
residual balances outstanding at year-end are reported as interfund loans receivable/payable. While
these balances are reported in fund financial statements, certain eliminations are made in the preparation
of the government-wide financial statements.
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E.

Measurement Focus and Basis of Accounting
The accounting and financial reporting treatment is determined by the applicable measurement focus and
basis of accounting. Measurement focus indicates the type of resources being measured such as current
financial resources or economic resources. The basis of accounting indicates the timing of transactions or
events for recognition in the financial statements.
The government-wide financial statements are reported using the economic resources measurement focus
and the accrual basis of accounting. Revenues are recorded when earned and expenses are recorded
when a liability is incurred, regardless of the timing of related cash flows. Property taxes are recognized as
revenues in the year for which they are levied. Grants and similar items are recognized as revenue as soon
as all eligibility requirements imposed by the provider have been met.
The governmental fund financial statements are reported using the current financial resources
measurement focus and the modified accrual basis of accounting. Revenues are recognized as soon as
they are both measurable and available. Revenues are considered to be available when they are
collectible within the current period or soon enough thereafter to pay liabilities of the current period. For
this purpose, the government considers revenues to be available if they are collected within 60 days of the
end of the current fiscal period. Expenditures generally are recorded when a liability is incurred, as under
accrual accounting. However, debt service expenditures, as well as expenditures related to compensated
absences, and claims and judgments, are recorded only when payment is due. General capital asset
acquisitions are reported as expenditures in governmental funds. Issuance of long-term debt and
acquisitions under capital leases are reported as other financing sources.
Property taxes, franchise taxes, licenses, and interest associated with the current fiscal period are all
considered to be susceptible to accrual and so have been recognized as revenues of the current fiscal
period. Entitlements are recorded as revenues when all eligibility requirements are met, including any
time requirements, and the amount is received during the period or within the availability period for this
revenue sources (within 60 days of year-end).
Expenditure-driven grants are recognized as revenue when the qualifying expenditures have been incurred
and all other eligibility requirements have been met, and the amount is received during the period or
within the availability period for this revenue source (within 60 days of year end). All other revenue items
are considered to be measurable and available only when cash is received by the government.

F.

Budgetary Accounting
A budget is adopted for the General Fund only, and is adopted on a basis consistent with generally
accepted accounting principles (GAAP). Each winter, all departments of the Town, submit requests for
appropriation to the Town Manager so that a budget may be prepared. The budgets include information
on the past year, current year estimates and requested appropriations for the next fiscal year. In February,
the proposed budget is presented to the Select board for review. A Town Meeting is held in March where
the final budget is adopted.
Generally, all unexpended budgetary accounts lapse at the close of the fiscal year.

G.

Excess of Expenditures over Appropriations
The following budgeted expenditures were over expended at December 31, 2016:
General Government-Elections
$
88
General Government - Information Technology
78
Emergency - Municipal Insurance
574
Public w orks-Road Reconstruction
3,049
Recreation
2,706
Education
40,553
Capital-Storm water
20,815

H.

Cash
Cash and cash equivalents are considered to be cash on hand, demand deposits, time deposits and
repurchase agreements.
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I.

Capital Assets
Capital assets, which include property, plant, equipment, and infrastructure assets (e.g., roads, bridges,
sidewalks, and similar items), are reported in the applicable governmental activities column in the
government-wide financial statements. The Town defines capital assets as assets with an initial, individual
cost of more than $5,000 and an estimated useful life in excess of one year. Such assets are recorded at
historical cost or estimated historical cost if purchased or constructed. Donated capital assets are recorded at
estimated fair value at the date of donation. The costs of normal repairs and maintenance that do not add to
the value of the asset or materially extend assets lives are not capitalized. Major outlays for capital assets and
improvements are capitalized as projects are constructed. Land and construction in progress are not
depreciated.
The other property, plant, equipment, and infrastructure of the Town are depreciated using the straight-line
method over the following estimated useful lives:
Infrastructure
Buildings
Improvements
Vehicles
Equipment

J.

50 years
30 years
25-30 years
3-25 years
7-25 years

Deferred Inflows and Outflows of Resources
In addition to assets and liabilities, the statement of net position and balance sheet will sometimes report
separate sections for deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources. These separate
financial statement elements, deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources, represent
a consumption or acquisition of net position that applies to a future period(s) and so will not be recognized
as an outflow of resources (expense) or inflow of resources (revenue) until that time. The governmental
funds only report a deferred inflow of resources, unavailable revenue from property taxes. These amounts
are deferred and recognized as an inflow of resources in the period that the amounts become available.
The governmental activities have deferred outflows and inflows that relate to the net pension liability,
which include the Town's contributions subsequent to the measurement date, which is recognized as a
reduction of the net pension liability in the subsequent year. They include changes in assumptions,
differences between expected and actual experience, and changes in proportion and differences between
Town contributions and proportionate share of contributions, which are deferred and amortized over the
average, expected remaining service lives of active and inactive members in the plan. They also include
the net difference between projected and actual earnings on pension plan investments, which is deferred
and amortized over a five-year period.

K.

Vacation and Sick Leave
Under the terms of the Town's personnel policies, vacation, and sick leave are granted in varying amounts
according to length of service. The Town accrues unpaid vacation leave when earned (or estimated to be
earned) by the employee. The Town does not accrue sick leave, as it is not payable upon separation. A
liability for these amounts is recorded in the governmental funds only if the liability has matured as a result
of employee resignations or retirements. At December 31, 2016, the amount of accrued vacation
amounted to $40,929 and has been recorded in the government-wide financial statements.

L.

Long-term Obligations
In the government-wide financial statements, iong-term debt and other long-term obligations are reported
as liabilities in the statement of net position. Bond premiums and discounts are deferred and amortized over
the life of the bonds using the straight-line method. Bonds payable are reported net of the applicable bond
premium or discount.
In the fund financial statements, governmental fund types recognize bond premiums and discounts during
the current period. The face amount of debt is reported as other financing sources. Premiums received on
debt issuances are reported as other financing sources while discounts on debt issuances are reported as
other financing uses. Issuance costs, whether or not withheld from the actual debt proceeds received, are
reported as debt service expenditures.

M.

Interfund Transactions
During the course of normal operations, the Town has numerous transactions between funds including
expenditures and transfers of resources to provide services, construct assets and service debt. These
transactions are reported as transfers. The receivables and payables are classified as interfund loans on
the balance sheet.
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N.

Use of Estimates
Preparation of the Town's financial statements requires management to make estimates and assumptions
that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent items at the date of
the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses/expenditures during the
reporting period. Actual results could differ from those estimates.

O.

Pensions

For purposes of measuring the net pension liability, deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of
resources related to pensions, and pension expense, information about the fiduciary net position of the
Maine Public Employees Retirement System Consolidated Plan for Participating Local District (PLD Plan) and
additions to/deductions from the Plan's fiduciary net position have been determined on the same basis as
they are reported by the Plan. For this purpose, benefit payments (including refunds of employee
contributions) are recognized when due and payable in accordance with the benefit terms. Investments
are reported at fair value.
P.

Fund Equity

Governmental Fund fund balance is reported in five classifications that comprise a hierarchy based
primarily on the extent to which the Town is bound to honor constraints on the specific purposes for which
those funds can be spent. The five classifications of fund balance for the Governmental Funds are as
follows:
• Nonspendable - resources which cannot be spent because they are either a) not in spendable form or;
b) legally or contractually required to be maintained intact.
• Restricted - resources with constraints placed on the use of resources which are either a) externally
imposed by creditors (such as through debt covenants), grantors, contributors or laws or regulations of
other governments or; b) imposed by law through constitutional provisions or enabling legislation.
• Committed - resources that are subject to limitations the government imposes on itself at its highest
level of decision-making authority, and that remain binding unless removed in the same manner.
• Assigned - resources that are constrained by the government's intent to be used for specific purposes,
but are neither restricted nor committed.
• Unassigned - resources that have not been assigned to other funds and that have not been restricted,
committed, or assigned to specific purposes within the General Fund. The General Fund should be the
only fund that reports a positive unassigned fund balance amount.
The voters have the responsibility for committing fund balance amounts and likewise would be required to
modify or rescind those commitments. For assigned fund balance, management determines amounts to be
carried forward for uncompleted projects authorized by the voters at Town Meeting for specific purposes
in the General Fund at year-end based on Department requests.
When both restricted and unrestricted resources are available for use, it is the government's practice to use
restricted resources first, then unrestricted resources as they are needed. When committed, assigned and
unassigned resources are available for use, it is the government's practice to use committed or assigned
resources first, and then unassigned resources, as they are needed.
Q.

Net Position

Net position represents the difference between assets and liabilities. Net investment in capital assets consists
of capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation, reduced by the outstanding balances of bonds and leases
payable. Net position is reported as restricted when there are limitations imposed on its use either through
the enabling legislations adopted by the Town or through external restrictions imposed by creditors, grantors
or laws or regulations of other governments. The Town's net investment in capital assets was calculated as
follows at December 31, 2016:
Capital assets
$8,682,764
Accumulated depreciation
(2,278,933)
Bonds payable
(4,475,403)
Capital leases_______________________________________________ (159,453)
Net investment in capital assets

$ 1.768,975
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DEPOSITS
Custodial credit risk- deposits - In the case of deposits, this is the risk that in the event of a bank failure, the
Town's deposits may not be returned to it. The Town currently does not have a deposit policy for custodial
credit risk. As of December 31, 2016, none of the Town's bank balance of $2,224,009 was exposed to custodial
credit risk because it was insured by F.D.I.C. or a surety bond held by the Town.
Credit risk - Maine statutes authorize the Town to invest in obligations of the U.S. Treasury and U.S. agencies,
repurchase agreements and certain corporate stocks and bonds.
Interest rate ris k -T h e Town does not have a deposit policy for interest rate risk.
PROPERTY TAX
The Town's property tax is levied on the assessed value listed as of April 1, 2016, for all real and taxable personal
property located in the Town. Assessed values are periodically established by the Board of Assessors at 100% of
assumed market value. The last revaluation was completed as of April 1,1989. The assessed value for the list as
of April 1, 2016, upon which the levy for the year ended December 31, 2016 was based, was $252,146,200. This
assessed value was 100% of the estimated market value, which is above the State required threshold of 70%.
The Town is permitted by the laws of the State of Maine to levy taxes up to 105% of its net budgeted
expenditures for the related fiscal period. The amount raised in excess of 100% is referred to as overlay, and
amounted to $104,432 for the year ended December 31, 2016.
Tax liens are placed on real property within twelve months following the tax commitment date if taxes are
delinquent. The Town has the authority to foreclose on property eighteen months after the filing of the lien if
tax liens and associated costs remain unpaid.
Property taxes levied during the year were recorded as receivables at the time the levy was made. The
receivables collected during the year and in the first sixty days following the end of the fiscal year have been
recorded as revenues. The remaining receivables have been recorded as unavailable revenues.
The levies for the years ending December 31, 2016 and 2015 are summarized below:
2016
Assessed value
Tax rate (oer $1,000)

2015

$ 252,146,200
19.40
4,891,636
2.273
4,893,909

254,811,300
17.90
4,561,122
11,658
4,572,780

Less:
Collections
Abatements

4,439,238
20,766

4,044,727
16,249

Totals

433.905

511.804

12,365
421,540

35,517
476,287

433.905

511.804

Supplemental taxes

Comprised of:
Personal property taxes
Real estate taxes
$

Total taxes receivable

11/18/2016
7%
90.71%

Due date
Interest rate on delinquent taxes'
Percent of collections
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11/20/2015
7%
88.45%

CAPITAL ASSETS
Capital asset activity for the year ended December 31, 2016 was as follows:
Balance
December 31,
2015
Governmental activities:
Capital assets, not being depreciated:
Land
Construction in progress
Total capital assets not being depreciated
Capital assets, being depreciated:
Infrastructure
Buildings
Improvements
Vehicles
Eauioment
Total capital assets being depreciated
Less accumulated depreciation for:
Infrastructure
Buildings
Improvements
Vehicles
Eauioment
Total accumulated depreciation

$ 470,599
2.680.047
3.150.646

6,776

309,260
1,914,058
49,346
1,270,510
993.060
4.536,234

286,842
3,385,345
43,606
21.087
3.736,880

18,136
583,722
19,319
706,287
807.611
2.135.075

10,770
95,508
1,735
64,201
39.369
211.583

2,401.159

3,525,297

S 5.551,805

3.532.073

Total capital assets being depreciated, net
Governmental activities capital assets, net

Increases

6.776

Decreases

Balance
December 31,
2016

477,375
2.680.047
2.680.047

477.375
596,102
5,299,403
49,346
1,246,391
1.014,147
8,205.389

-

67,725
-

67.725

28,906
679,230
21,054
702,763
846,980
2.278.933

-

67,725
-

67,725

5,926.456
2.680.047

6.403.831

Depreciation expense was charged to functions/programs of the primary government as follows:
Governmental activities:
General government
$ 8,160
Emergency
96,285
Public works____________________________________________ 107,138
Total depreciation expense-governm ental activities

$211.583

LONG-TERM DEBT
Long-term liability activity for the year ended December 31, 2016 was as follows:
Beginning
balance

Additions

Governmental activities:
$ 4,569,995
General obligation bonds
Capital leases
170,000
208,127
Net pension liability
43.760
Accrued compensated absences
Governmental activity
5 4.991.882
long-term liabilities

Reductions

.

43,606
471,222
-

514,828

Ending
balance

Due within
one vear

94,592
54,153
2,831

4,475,403
159,453
679,349
40.929

99,447
54,601
-

151.576

5.355.134

154,048

-

Bonds payable at December 31, 2016 are comprised of the following:

Bonds:
PW Garage and PS Building

Date
of
issue

Original
amount
issued

2015

$ 4,569,995

Total bonds payable

Date
of
maturity

Interest
rate

Balance
December 31,
2016

2045

0.650-4.603%

4.475.403
S 4,475.403
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The annual requirements to amortize bonds outstanding as of December 31, 2016 are as
Year ending
December 31.
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022-2026
2027-2031
2032-2036
2037-2041
2042-2045

Principal
99,447
100,571
101,979
103,661
105,652
567,797
660,485
793,667
981,459
960,685

Interest
168,983
167,859
166,451
164,770
162,779
774,355
681,668
548,486
360,694
113.037

Total
268,430
268,430
268,430
268,431
268,431
1,342,152
1,342,153
1,342,153
1,342,153
1.073.722

$ 4,475.403

3.309,082

7.784.48S

$

Totals,
STATUTORY DEBT LIMIT

In accordance with 30 MRSA, Section 5061, as amended, no municipality shall incur debt for specified purposes
in excess of a certain percentage of the state valuation of such municipality. At December 31, 2016, the Town
was in compliance with these restrictions.
CAPITAL LEASES
The Town has entered into agreements as lessee to finance the acquisition of a dump truck and vehicles. These
lease agreements qualify as capital leases for accounting purposes. The assets are recorded as capital assets in
the government-wide financial statements. The amount capitalized under these capital leases are $213,606.
The leases have been recorded as liabilities in the government-wide financial statements at the present value of
the future minimum lease payments.
The following is a schedule of the future minimum lease payments under capital leases, and the present value of
the net minimum lease payments at December 31, 2016.
Fiscal year
Ending

Governmenl
activities

2017
2018
2019
2020
Total minimum lease payments
Less: amount representing interest

$

Present value of future minimum lease payments

58,999
36,961
36,962
36,961
169,883
(10.430)

___ $-153,453

SHORT-TERM DEBT_________________________________________________________________________________
Short-term debt is issued to account for revenue shortfalls until tax collections have been made. The schedule
below details the changes in short-term borrowing during the year ended December 31, 2016:
Beginning
balance
Tax Revenue Anticipation Note
Totals

Issues

Redemptions

$

1,400.000

1.400.000

___ -

1.400,000

1.400.000

FUND BALANCES
At December 31, 2016, fund balance components consisted of the following:
Cemetery
Permanent
Fund

General
Fund
Nonspendable:
Nonexpendable principal
Total nonspendable

133.124
133.124

$
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Nonmajor
Governmental
Funds

44.157
44,157

Ending
balance

TOWN OF NEWPORT, MAINE
Notes to Basic Financial Statements, Continued

FUND BALANCES, CONTINUED
Restricted:
Tax increment financing
Permanent funds
Total restricted
Assigned:
Development corporation
Planning board
Industrial park
Unemployment insurance
SBA towers
Vital restoration
Fire department capital
Traffic light
Cemetery acquisition
Sebasticook river restoration
Police academy training
Floral tribute
Police education and investigative
Sand and salt shed
Bicentennial account
Veteran memorial park
Fire department activity fund
Newport recreation account
Hall cemetery
Cemetery maintenance offset
Lake and dam restoration
Solid waste equipment account
Research and devel. digital mapping
Police dept, capital equipment fund
Infrastructure repair account
Municipal building replacement
Fuel account
Public safety building
Engineering transfer station
Total assigned
Unassigned
Total fund balances

$

47,289
123,425
123.425

47,289

2
599
4,252
42,634
6,107
234
137,747
1,295
16,478
6,994
29,726
443
1,146
4,688
3,960
2,379
4,054
20,819
5,800
10,045
13,066
8,716
81
7,632
3,599
306
11,046
96,798
115,000
555,646

7.381
7.381

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

_

-

1,403,442
$ 2.006.377

256.549
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51.538

TOWN OF NEWPORT, MAINE
Notes to Basic Financial Statements, Continued

RISK MANAGEMENT
The Town is exposed to various risks of loss related to torts, theft of, damage to and destruction of assets, errors
and omissions, and natural disasters for which the Town carries commercial insurance. Currently, the Town
carries commercial insurance for any risks of loss to which it may be exposed.
Based on the coverage provided by commercial insurance purchased, the Town is not aware of any material
actual or potential claim liabilities which should be recorded at December 31, 2016.
457 PENSION PLAN
Description of the Plan - The Town offers its employees a deferred compensation plan created in accordance
with Internal Revenue Code Section 457. The Plan is administered by the International City Management
Association Retirement Corporation (ICMARC).
The plan, available to employees who negotiate for such benefits as a condition of employment, permits them
to defer a portion of their salary until future years. The deferred compensation is not available to employees
until termination, retirement, death, or unforeseeable emergency.
All amounts of compensation deferred under the plan, all property and rights purchased with those amounts,
and all income attributable to those amounts, property, or rights are solely the property and rights of the
participants. All assets are protected by a trust arrangement from any claims on the Town and from any use by
the Town other than paying benefits to employees and their beneficiaries in accordance with the plan.
The Town's deferred compensation plan contribution for the employees for the year ended December 31, 2016
was approximately $9,200, which was charged to the general fund. The amount withheld from the Town's
employees as deferred compensation which was contributed to the plan was approximately $9,200, which was
charged to the general fund as wages.
MAINE PUBLIC EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT SYSTEM

General Information about the Pension Plan
Plan Description - Employees of the Town are provided with pensions through the Maine Public Employees
Retirement System Consolidated Plan for Local Participating Districts (PLD Plan), a cost-sharing multipleemployer defined benefit pension plan, administered by the Maine Public Employees Retirement System
(MPERS). Benefit terms are established in Maine statute; in the case of the PLD Plan, an advisory group, also
established by statute, reviews the terms of the plan and periodically makes recommendations to the Maine
State Legislature to amend the terms. MPERS issues a publicly available financial report that can be obtained at
www.mainepers.org.
Benefits Provided - The PLD Plan provides defined retirement benefits based on members' average final
compensation and service credit earned as of retirement. Vesting (i.e., eligibility for benefits upon reaching
qualification) occurs upon the earning of five years of service credit. In some cases, vesting occurs on the
earning of one year of service credit immediately preceding retirement at or after normal retirement age.
Normal retirement age is 60 (65 for new members to the PLD Plan on or after July 1,2014). The monthly benefit
of members who retire before normal retirement age by virtue of having at least 25 years of service credit is
reduced by a statutorily prescribed factor for each year of age that a member is below her/his normal
retirement age at retirement. MPERS also provides disability and death benefits, which are established by
contract under applicable statutory provisions.
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